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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation formulates and applies a theory describing 

how one or two strong classical waves and one or two weak quantum 

mechanical waves interact in a two-level medium. The theory unifies 

many topics in quantum optics, such as resonance fluorescence, 

saturation spectroscopy, modulation spectroscopy, the build up of 

laser and optical bistability instabilities, and phase conjugation. The 

theory is based on a quantum population pulsation approach that 

resembles the semiclassical theories, but is substantially more 

detailed. Calculations are performed to include the effects of 

inhomogeneous broadening, spatial hole burning, and Gaussian 

transverse variations. The resonance fluorescence spectrum in a high 

finesse optical cavity is analyzed in detail, demonstrating how 

stimulated emission and multiwave processes alter the spectrum from 

the usual three peaks. The effects of quantum noise during the 

propagation of weak signal and conjugate fields in phase conjugation 

and modulation spectroscopy are studied. Our analysis demonstrates 

that quantum noise affects not only the intensities of the signal and 

conjugate, but also their relative phase, and in particular we 

determine a quantum limit to the semiclassical theory of FM 

modulation spectroscopy. Finally, we derive the corresponding theory 

for the two-photon, two-level medium. This yields the first 

calculation of the two-photon resonance fluorescence spectrum. 



xi 

Because of the greater number of possible interactions in the two

photon two-level model, the theoretical formalism is considerably 

more complex, and many effects arise that are absent in the one-

photon problem. We discuss the role of the Stark shifts on the 

emission spectrum and show how the Rayleigh scattering is markedly 

different. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Multiwave mixing describes the coherent interaction between 

two or more electromagnetic waves In a nonlinear medium. Such mixing 

processes form the basis for several areas of quantum optics. For 

example, saturation spectroscopy is a branch of laser spectroscopy 

used to determine the relaxation quantities of a medium by measuring 

the transmission of a weak probe beam through the saturated medium. 

A similar but more involved procedure is modulation spectroscopy, 

which passes a weakly modulated saturating pump beam through a 

medium. Measurements of the emerging radiation using heterodyne 

detection yield information about the structure and properties of the 

medium. Another example is phase conjugation, the interaction of one 

weak probe wave and one or two intense pump waves with a medium to 

generate a phase-matched conjugate wave. Phase conjugation is the 

subject of numerous current investigations both to develop new types 

of devices as well as to study the physical properties of the 

nonlinear medium. Multiwave mixing processes are also applicable to 

the area of optical instabilities, such as in lasers or optical 

bistability. This area of research seeks to answer the question, can 

sidemodes build up in the presence of a single strong mode? 

Most multiwave mixing theories use a classical 

electromagnetic field. The fields that induce transitions between 

1 
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atomic levels are generally strong and Maxwell's electromagnetic 

field equations adequately account for the experimental observations. 

In contrast, a quantum mechanical description of the matter is 

generally required. This 

semiclassical approximation. 

approach is commonly called the 

Laser physics, optical bistability, and 

laser spectroscopy all provide examples of this. 

While the success of the semiclassical approximation is well 

established, it fails to account for some phenomena. The most 

prominent of these is spontaneous emission, the emergence of radiation 

into new modes. Spontaneous emission represents an important part of 

quantum optics. It places a fundamental limit on the performance of 

optical devices, sud. as the linewidth of a laser; it can lead to the 

build up of cavity modes, and it must be phenomenologically included 

in semiclassical theories to account for observed relaxation 

processes. A quantum theory of light is also necessary to describe 

other observations. These include photon counting experiments, such 

as photon antibunching, and the Lamb shift, which is a level shift 

between two atomic states that are predicted to be degenerate by 

semiclassical theories. 

This dissertation presents a theory of multiwave mixing that 

treats one or two weak probe fields quantum mechanically, while 

considering the strong pump fields to be classical. This allows us to 

study the effects of spontaneous emission on the weak fields. The 

theory predicts new phenomena concerning the interaction between 

radiation and mat ter, giving insight into the fundamental physical 
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processes that occur, and also derives the fundamental limitations of 

the semiclassical multiwave mixing theories, thereby showing how 

effects of quantum noise may affect experimental results or optical 

devices. 

In most of this work we assume that the fields interact with 

a two-level medium and that the field frequencies are stable and 

monochromatic. Chapter 7 treats corresponding interactions with the 

two-photon two-level model (Takatsuji, M., 1971). In both cases, the 

pump field can be arbitrarily intense but the probe fields cannot 

saturate. 

Semiclassical treatments of this subject, such as Sargent 

(1978), show how the coupling between the saturating pump field, the 

weak probe fields, and the medium leads to a variety of effects. For 

example, the beat frequency components between the interacting fields 

induce pulsations in the level populations, which alter the medium IS 

response to the probe fields and can result, under some conditions, in 

probe amplification instead of absorption. In three-wave mixing or 

modulation spectroscopy, each probe field influences the behavior of 

the other through these population pulsations, giving rise to coupled 

mode equations. The understanding of this is important both in 

spectroscopy and in laser instability theories. 

Some features of the quantum theory presented here were first 

given by Sargent, Zubairy, and DeMartini (19~3) and a detailed 

derivation of the one-photon model was presented by Sargent, Holm, 

and Zubairy (1985) and Stenholm, Holm, and Sargent (19~5). The theory 
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demonstrates that four coefficients in a reduced field density 

operator equation of motion unify many different phenomena in quantum 

optics, including saturation spectroscopy, phase conjugation, resonance 

fluorescence, and laser and optical bistability instabilities. The 

theory is a natural extension of the semiclassical theories, although 

the quantum generalization is considerably richer in content than the 

semiclassical theory. Many of the equations in the quantum theory 

resemble the semiclassical equations, and some of the quantum results 

can be shown to reduce to the semiclassical answers, checking the 

calculatinns as well as providing new insights into the origin of the 

semiclassical results. A new way of viewing the phenomenon of 

resonance fluorescence, the spontaneous emission of a two-level 

system under the influence of a saturating field, comes from this 

theory. Since the spectrum of resonance fluorescence has been derived 

in many different ways by a number of authors (Cresser, Hager, Leuchs, 

Rateike, and Walther, 1982), this provides another verification of the 

theory. We derive new quantum mechanical results that arise from 

stimulated emission, spatial and spectral averages, multiwave mixing 

processes, and excited state operation. 

Chapter 2 presents the derivation of the important equations 

and coefficients used in the remainder of the dissertation. We begin 

by calculating the semiclassical solution, and then generalize it to 

include one or two quantum mechanical sidemodes. The fields are 

assumed to interact between only two levels, but each of these may 

decay to a lower lying ground state. Thus we are able to study 
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transitions between two excited states, the usual situation in laser 

media. It is shown that the equations may be easily reduced to the 

more usual situation in laser spectroscopy or in optical bistability 

where the transitions are between the ground state and some excited 

state. Hence, we develop our theoretical model capable of treating 

the two most common l~vel schemes normally considered in quantum 

optics in unified notation. 

An alternative derivation of our theory is given in Chapter 3. 

This approach, due to Stenholm et al. (1985), makes the same 

assumptions as in the theory of Chapter 2, but performs the 

calculations in terms of operators of the quantized fields. This 

procedure reveals new aspects of the model and can be easier to 

generalize for more complicated level structures. In Chapter 4 we 

separately average the coefficients derived in Chapters 2 and 3 over 

inhomogeneous broadening, . spatial hole burning, and Gaussian 

transverse variations. Inhomogeneous broadening is a frequent 

occurrence in many media and is important in some physical phenomena, 

such as instabilities in lasers. Spatial hole burning results from 

standing wave electric fields commonly found in Fabry-Perot cavities 

in lasers and optical bistability. In addition, standing waves are 

needed in phase conjugation for phase matching. Averaging our 

coefficients over spatial hole burning allows us to use our theory to 

study this. Real lasers have transverse variations that roughly 

follow a Gaussian dependence, and averaging our r.:!sults over these 

may provide a better picture of actual data. 
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Using the calculations of Chapters 2, 3, and 4, we apply the 

theory in Chapter 5 to study the effects of cavities on the spectrum 

of resonance fluorescence. Previous calculations of resonance 

fluorescence assumed the emitting atoms were in free space. If the 

atoms are insteatj placed in a high finesse cavity, the spontaneous 

emission is reflected back to the atoms where it can undergo 

stimulated emission and absorption. Thus our theory unifies the two 

subjects of saturation spectroscopy and resonance fluorescence. This 

topic becomes even more complicated if the axis of the cavity is 

aligned along the laser pump field, such as for a ring laser. For 

spontaneous emissions along this direction, a conjugate wave is 

generated that influences the spontaneous emission field. This 

configuration requires the full operator equation derived in Chapters 

2 and 3, and brings out truly new quantum results. Finally, using the 

spatial hole burning averaged coefficients of Chapter 4 this problem 

is studied for a standing wave pump field. Once again, the conjugate 

field plays an important role. 

Other applications of the theory are presented in Chapter b, 

where propagation effects are analyzed. From the operator equation 

of Chapter 2, the quantum mechanical coupled mode equations are 

derived. Unlike their semiclassical counterparts, these coupled mode 

equations contain inhomogeneous terms due to spontaneous emission, 

which are the source of quantum noise. These equations are solved for 

the special case of central tuning of the strong mode. A number of 

situations may be studied with these solutions. Initially, the problem 
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of amplified spontaneous emission in the presence of a strong wave, 

i.e., the build up of spontaneous emission noise as a function of 

propagation distance, is considered. Because this theory does not 

allow the quantized fields to saturate, we may only study the linear 

stages of the growth, but even so, much can be learned from this. A 

major application of these solutions analyzes the effects of quantum 

noise on modulation spectroscopy. This is important not only for 

studying the properties of matter, but also for determining the 

quantum limits to using FM spectroscopy for reading out optical 

memories encoded in the frequency domain. An equally important 

application is determining the effects of quantum noise on weak-signal 

phase conjugation. The limitations of the semiclassical theories are 

calculated and new quantum results are obtained. 

Finally, Chapter 7 derives the corresponding equations for the 

two-photon two-level model. In this level scheme, an intense laser 

pump field is applied at half the frequency difference between two 

levels not connected by an electric dipole. Each of these levels does 

have electric dipole moments with other, off-resonant levels, and so 

transitions between them are assumed to occur through these levels by 

a two-photon transition. Two-photon transitions are of interest 

because of their potential applications to information transmission 

and high power lasers, and are becoming increasingly common in laser 

spectroscopy. Because of the complexity of the two-photon two-level 

model, the theory for this ca1e is considerably more involved than the 

one-photon calculations of Chapter land 3. New results include the 
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basic two-photon resonance fluorescence spectrum, as well as the 

complete set of four coefficients that allow one to study all of the 

phenomena treated in earlier chapters for one-photon transitions. 



CHAPTER 2 

GENERAL FORMALISM 

This chapter presents the theoretical model describing how one 

strong classical wave and one or two weak quantal side waves interact 

in a nonlinear two-level medium. We assume a homogeneously broadened 

medium and plane electromagnetic waves, and allow the waves to 

propagate in arbitrary directions. In Chapter 4 we extend the theory 

to consider the effects of inhomogeneous broadening and transverse 

variations. Transient effects are not considered and we assume the 

field and medium to reach a state of dynamical equilibrium. 

The theory is a multimode extension of the Scully-Lamb 

(Scully and Lamb, 1967) theory of the laser and derives the quantized

field version of population pulsations. Population pulsations are the 

temporal or spatial variations of the population difference of a two

level system due to interactions with two or more coherent waves. 

They have been shown to be relevent to descriptions of many phenomena 

in quantum optics, for example, the amplification of a weak probe due 

to a saturating pump (Sargent, 1978), multimode operation in lasers 

(Hambenne, 1975), and leser instabilities (Hendow, 1982). For the 

special case of two modes, the strong classical pump and one 

quantized mode, we show how population pulsations are related to 

resonance fluorescence. 

9 
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This approach uses the Schrodinger picture and so the time 

dependence of the operators is contained in the density operator, 

rather than in the operators themselves as in the Heisenberg picture. 

We use the atomic states of the undressed atom, that is, the 

eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian. Since the strong, ne ar 

resonant pump field Stark splits the atomic levels, the states we are 

using are no longer stationary states. This gives rise to pulsations 

in the atomic level populations, and hence the term population 

pulsations. 

Semiclassical Three-Level Model 

In this section, we derive the semiclassical atomic density 

matrix elements for our. multimode extensions. To be able to treat 

both upper-to-ground-level transitions as well as transitions between 

excited states, we consider the three-level system depicted in Fig. 1. 

The field modes of interest cause transitions between levels a and b, 

while level c acts as a reservoir connected to a and b by level 

decays and pumps. Ya and Yb are the rates at which levels a and b 

decay to level c, and Aa and Ab are the pumping rates from level c to 

levels a and b. r describes the decay from level a to level b. By 

setting Ya=Yb=O, we recover the two-level upper-to-ground-level 

problem. Although level decays from a and b to the same level 

typically cannot both be electric-dipole allowed, nonradiative 

processes can produce these decays. More complicated level schemes 

do not change the form of our equations, and lead only to somewhat 

more complicated coefficients. 



a-~~-...,----

FIELD 
TRANSITIONS 

b --------.-.lI--tr""--,...-

c 

Fig. 1. Three-level atomic energy level scheme that treats 
both purely excited state systems as well as upper-to-ground
level systems in a uniform way. 
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We consider this medium to interact with a classical, plane 

electromagnetic wave E, where 

E = ~ E(r,t)e-ivt + c.c. (2.1) 

In Eq. (2.1) E(r,t) is the complex electric field amplitude and v is 

the frequency. We assume that v is near the atomic resonance 

frequency W = wa - wb so that the rotating wave approximation may be 

made. In an interaction picture rotating at the field frequency v, our 



Hamiltonian has the form (in radians/second) 

where the Pauli matrices az , at, and a are 

10 

l~ 
1 
o 
o ~] 

o 
-1 
o 

a == 

o 
o 
o 

Ii 

(2.2) 

U .. 3) 

(2.4) 

Here V is the interaction potential -~E/2n, and ~ is the dipole matrix 

element between levels a and b. 

We define R to be the atomic density operator The 

components of R are given by Raa = <al RI a>, etc. Using the density 

operator equation of motion 

R == -i[H,RJ + relaxation and pumping terms, 

we find the equations of motion of the components to be 

Raa == -(ya+r)Raa + haRcc - [iVRba + c.c.J, 

Rbb = -YbRbb + rRaa + hbRcc + [iVRba + c.c.J, 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
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. 
Rab = -[ Y + i(urv)]Rab + iV(Raa - Rbb)' (2,~) 

Rcc = YaRaa + YbRbb - (Aa + Ab)Rcc ' (2.9) 

where Y is the dipole decay constant often writl:en as 1/T2 , We also 

have the trace relationship for R: 

~ Raa :: 1. 
a 

(2.10) 

As in semiclassical Lamb theory (1964) we suppose that the 

mode amplitudes vary little in atomic decay times. Hence we can 

solve Eqs. (2.6) through (2.9) in steady state by setting the time 

rates of change equal to zero. We eliminate Rcc in Eq. (2.6) and Raa 

in Eq. (2.7) by using Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) as follows. Solving Eq. 

(2.10) for Rcc and substituting Rbb from the steady-state solution of 

Eq. (2.9), we have 

Similarly, 

=> Yb - Raa{yb - Ya ) 
Yb + Aa + Ab 

(2.11) 
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Raa = - Rbb - Rcc 

YaRaa + YbRbb 
= 1 - Rbb - Aa + Ab 

(Aa + Ab) - Rbb(Yb + Aa + Ab) 
= Ya + Aa + Ab 

(2.12) 

The steady-state solution to the dipole equation (2.8) is 

(2.13) 

where the complex Lorentzian denominator 

V(w-v) = Illy + i(w-v)] • (2.14) 

Substituting Eqs. (2.11) and (2.13) into Eq. (2.6) and solving 

for steady-state (Raa=O), we find 

(2.15) 

where the unsaturated probability of being in the upper level 

AaYb 
(2.16) 

the upper level effective decay constant 
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Ya' (2.17) 

the dimensionless intensity 

(2.113) 

the probability difference decay time 

T 1 == .!.l---t. + _LJ-
2 Ya Yb" 

(2.19) 

and the dimensionless Lorentzian 

(2.20) 

Similarly substituting Eqs. (2.12) and (2.13) into Eq. (2.7), we find 

(2.21) 

where 

(2.:12) 
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(2.23) 

Combining Eqs. (2.15) and (2.21), we find the probability difference 

N - Nb 
R R = ~a __ ~~ 

aa - bb 1 + IL (2.24) 

Substituting Eq. (2.24) into (2.13), we have the complex electric-

dipole term 

(l.25) 

For use in the two- and three-mode interactions that follow, 

we consider the classical pump field from Eq. (2.1) to have frequency 

V 2 • We then may express the atomic density matrix elements Raa , Rab' 

and Rab in a more convenient form. To this end. we set 

(2.26) 

where L2 is a special case of the dimensionless Lorentzian and Iln = 

W-Vn • From Eqs. (2.15) and (2.21) we have 

I2L2 Na - Nb 
Na - 2T1Ya'1 + 12 [2 
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(2.27) 

where the upper-level probability factor 

(2.2t!) 

Similarly, 

(2.29) 

where 

(2.30) 

Single Sidemode Interactions with Excited State Atoms 

Our approach consists of using a reduced atom-field density 

operator p in generalization of the semiclassical atomic density 

operator R of the previous section. The expression for the atom-field 

density operator p is given by the direct product between the atomic 

density operator R and the reduced field operator P, so 
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p = RP. (2.31) 

From Eq. (2.10), we obtain the reduced field density operator P by 

taking the trace of p over the atomic states, 

P = Tr(p)atom • (2.32) 

Our Hamiltonian (in radians/second) has the form, in an interaction 

picture rotating at the strong field frequency V2, 

+ ).. [(vo-v2)a ota o + (gaJoUjat + adjoint»), 
j=l,3 J J J 

(2.33) 

plus the pumping and decay terms (resulting from Weisskopf-Wigner and 

other relevant reservoir interactions). Here aj is the annihilation 

operator for the jth field mode, uj=Uj(r) is the corresponding spatial 

mode factor, a and are the atomic spin-flip and probability-

difference operators, wand Vj are the atomic and field frequencies, 

respectively, and g is the atom-field coupling constant. The rotating 

wave approximation has been made. The field modes have the 

distribution shown in Fig. 2. In this section we consider one 

classical strong mode at frequency v2 and one weak fully quantal 

sidemode at frequency V1• The two-level atom interacting with two 

fields involves at least four atom-field levels. We limit the 



V1 

Fig. 2. Three-mode spectrum used for multiwave mixing. 

15>=lan 1> 

11>=lbn1+1> 

Fig. 3. Four-level atom-field energy level scheme valid for 
two-mode interactions. 

, l~ 

analysis to the four in Fig. 3 by assuming the sidemode at frequency 

V1 cannot by itself' saturate the atomic response. As for the 
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semiclassical theories (Sargent 1978), the strong mode at frequency Vz 

can be arbitrarily intense. We again note that the unperturbed 

(undressed) atom-field states are used, rather than dressed atoms. 

Background semiclassical calculations to guide and compare with are 

reviewed by Sargent (1978). 

In the photon rate equation for mode 1, we are concerned with 

transitions between the states I ani> = 15> and I bnl+l> = 11> as shown 

in Fig. 3. Each of these states are in turn coupled by the strong 

field Vz to the states Ibnl> = 12> and lanl+l> = 14>, respectively. We 

need the density matrix elements for the 15> and 11> levels along 

with the six off-diagonal elements connecting the levels. The states 

depicted in Fig. 3 have been numerically labeled as shown for 

notational simplicity. For example, the matrix element PSI is equal to 

<an11 pi bn1+1>· The Plt1 and Psz dipole terms and the level probabilities 

PS5 and P 11 are easily found from the semiclassical treatment, as 

demonstrated later. In addition, the four levels are coupled by 

relaxation and decay processes to the lower level c. Just as in the 

semiclassical case we write equations of motion for the remaining 

elements using the standard density matrix equation of motion (2.2), 

here with the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.33) summed only over j=l. This 

gives a-b elements 

Pu == -YbPu + rp S5 + AbPC1,C1 + [iV S1 P15 + iVZP 11t + c.c.l, 

PS5 = -(ya+r)pss + AaPco,co - [iV S1 P15 + iV ZP2S + c.c.J, 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 
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(2.36) 

. 
-( Ya +r+i£1) P 5" + A a P co, C 1 - il V 51 P I,. - * V 2P2,.J , Ps,. = p 51V 2 + (2.37) 

Pu -( Yb +il1) P 21 + + il PzsV 51 - * = rps,. + AbPco,C1 V2 PS1 + P2,.V zj, (2.j8) 

P2'I -( y-i£1,) P2" - * = iV 2 (Ps,. - pu), (2.39) 

Equations (2.35) and (2.37) are coupled to c level elements 

PCo,co and PCO ,c1' respectively, where for typographical simplicity, we 

write cO for cnh and cl for c,n1+1. These c level elements have the 

equations of motion 

(2 .• 40) 

(2.41 ) 

Note that the simultaneous solution of Eqs. (2.34) - (2.41) 

automatically includes all possible ordering schemes of large and 

small interactions. In this way the successive decays using dressed 

states as discussed by Ballagh (1978) are accounted for by our method. 

The elements Ps,. and P21 correspond to the semiclassical 

population pulsations represented by d 1 of Sec. 2.2 of Sargent (1978). 

They have the time dependence e i £1t, where £1="2-"1' The element P"2 is 

a polarization at frequency", induced by three (or more) photon 

processes involving combinations of "1 and "2 interactions. It 

corresponds to p, in Sec. 2.2 in Sargent (1978). 
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In addition to the equations of motion, we have the general 

trace condition 

P ij = l.. P ai, aj , 
a 

In particular for Pn n +1 = POb we find 
It 1 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

Similarly to the semiclassical case of Eq. (2.7), we combine the trace 

condition (2.43) with the steady-state solution to Eq. (2.41) to 

eliminate P co, c 1 in Eq. (2.37). We find 

YbP 01-( Yb -Y a) P 5,. 

Yb + Aa + Ab + i~ 

= YaPOl + (Yb- Ya)P 21 

Ya + Aa + Ab + i~ 

Substituting the first of these into Eq. (2.37) and solving for steady 

state, we find 

(2.44) 

where the complex Va factor is given by 



v = a 
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Similarly combining Eqs. (2.43) and (2.41) to eliminate Ps,. in Eq. 

(2.38), we find the steady-state solution 

(2.46) 

where 

The trace condition (2.42) also provides the equations of 

motion for the two field quantities of interest, the probability of n1 

photons, and the field coherence funtion 

Differentiating Eq. (2.42) for Poo with respect to time, and 

substituting Eqs. (2.34), (2.35), and (2.40), we find 

. 
Peo,co 

(l.4tl) 
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This equation 

allows us to calculate the resonance fluorescence spectrum and the 

build up of a laser sidemode from quantum noise. All we need to find 

is the dipole element PSI' Note that althougn this was derived for 

the three-level scheme in Fig. 1, it is valid for arbitrary pumping and 

relaxation processes, that is, other levels to and from which decays 

and pumping occur do not change the validity of Eq. (2.48). 

Similarly taking the time rate of change of Eq. (2.43) and 

substituting Eqs. (2.37), (2.38), and (2.41), we have the field 

coherence Pal equation of motion 

(2.49 ) 

As shown below, this result yields the elastic (Rayleigh) portion of 

the scattering spectrum and like Eq. (2.48) is independent of the 

relaxation/pumping scheme. We solve this equation in steady state as 

where the dipole elements PI" and P2S are given by Eq. (2.52). Here 6. 

typically has a size on the order of the atomic decay constants which 

cause the atomic response to equilibrate rapidly in comparison with 

the field transients. As 6.+0, this approximation breaks down when the 

time 1/6. is comparable to the times over whIch the field varies. For 
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a steady-state atom-field interaction, this leads to the 15 function 

spectrum associated with Rayleigh scattering as discussed following 

Eq. (2.68). 

To solve the remaining equations, we note that the weak 

sidemode field assumption means that V 1 can only appear to second-

order. This means that the probabilities P,5' Pltlt , P22 , and P 11 

appearing in the equations of motion can be factored into the 

corresponding semiclassical value determined by the V 2 interactions 

alone (Raa or Rbb from Eqs. (2.27) and (2.29», multiplied by the 

probability of having nl or n 1+1 photons. SpeCifically, we have 

P'5 == RaaPn l 

== 
fa 

(2.51a) 
1 + I2L2 Pnl ' 

== 
fb 

(2.51 b) Pu 1 + I2L2 Pnl+1 . 

where we set .Pnl=Pnlnl for typographical simplicity. Similarly the 

dipole elements Pltl and P52 are 

(2.52a) 

(2.52b) 



where V2 is the-v 2 case of the complex Lorentzians 

1 
+ i(W-V ) • n 
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(:L.5J) 

Substituting Eq. (2.52) into Eq. (2.50), we have the field coherence 

function 

V1Vz*Vz*(do"1 - d052) 
POI = - (2.54) 

iA 

We solve Eqs. (2.36) through (2.39) in steady state. Solving 

first for the dipole moments in Eq. (2.36) and (2.39), we have 

(2.55) 

·V *V * P2 .. = -l 3 2 diS .. , (2.56) 

where from Eqs. (2.51) 

d 051 = PS5 - P u 

= 1 
[faPnl - f bPnl+1 L (2.57) 

1 + 12L2 

diS .. = p s .. - P 21 (2.58) 

Compare PH to PI in the semiclassical theory (Sargent 1978), Eq. (39). 

Similarly, P .. 2 corresponds to P3 of Sargent (1978), Eq. (41). We 

substitute these dipole elements into the ~pper-level population 

pulsation equation (2.44) to find 
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This is almost identical to Sargent (1978), Eq. (45), but here the V1's 

include factors like In1+1 and the d Olt1 and d os1 include different 

initial photon number probabilities. Similarly, 

== 
[(Aa+Ab+i6)r + YaAb]V bPo1 

Ya+Aa+Ab+i6 

+ Vb Vz*[V1Vtdosz + VI(VldoS1+VzdlSIt> + V/VZdlsltJ. (2.60) 

Subtracting Eq. (2.60) from (2.59), solving for d iSIt , and substituting 

Eq. (2.50) for POh we have 

== 
VIVz*[2T1Fdo5IVI + (V a+Sli6)doltIV/ + CVb-SIH)do5ZV/J 

1 + IzFt(VI + V3*) 

where the complex dimensionless population pulsation factor 

1 F(6) == L Va(6) + Vb(6)j, 
2Tl 

and the scattering factor 

(2.61 ) 

(2.62) 
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Substituting Eq. (2.61) into Eq. (2.55), we find 

- V * J-
Izt _Fd o51 V 1+F,[ (Va +S/it.)do,+I+( Vb -.sf H)doszl 

1 + IzFf(V 1 + V,*) 
(2.64) 

For the limit of upper-to-ground-level decay, Eq. (2.61) is almost the 

same as the semiclassical Eq. (46) of Sargent (l ~78), except for the 

way the do's enter (and the Inl+1 factors in the VI'S). 

(2.65) 

where the coefficients 

g'V r I,tLfaFD , + (Na-NblV:(Vb-S/iAl/2Tdl 
Al = I f (2.66) 

1+1z[z a 

L 1 + IzFt(VI + V,*) J 

g'D [ 
I,tLfbFD, - (Na-NblV:(Va+~/iAl/2T,j] 

BI = I f (2.67) 
1 +1zL z b 1 + IzFf(V I + V,*) 

and where v/QI=cavity loss constant for mode 1. 

Equation (2.65) has a straightforward physical interpretation. 

Each term can be understood in terms of the probabilities that the 
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atoms make transitions resulting in the emission or absorption of a 

mode 1 photon. For example, . 

* (B 1+B 1 + V/Ql)(nl+l)Pn
1
+l = 

(absorption rate from an n1+1 photon field + cavity loss rate) 

x (probability of n 1+1 photons). 

In the limit of large pump fields, the Ai coefficient is 

proportional to the population of level a and involves spontaneous and 

stimulated emissions, whereas the Bl coefficient is proportional to 

the population of level b and involves absorptions. We are primarily 

interested in the build-up of mode 1, which can be described by the 

average photon number <nl> == EnlnlPnl' Using Eq. (2.65). we find the 

equation of motion 

(2.68) 

In the limit V/2Ql » B1-Alt the photon rate Eq. (2.68) reduces 

In steady state, this gives the 

For an upper-to-

ground level decay scheme and large pump intensity, this leads to the 

standard three-peaked spectrum of resonance fluorescence (Mollow, 

1969) • Note that the term proportional to S/i~ leads to a 
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contribution proportional to i/ A+c.c. in Eq. (2.6tl). This gives the 

delta function spectrum of resonant Rayleigh scattering. 

Similarly, the t wo--mode coefficient Ai-Bi yields the standard 

semiclassical two-mode gain/absorption coefficient (Mollow, 1972). 

For this fairly general three-level scheme, we have 

I :i.F('U + 22 1 
(2.6~) 

Simple Single Side mode Interaction Cases 

In considering absorptive optical bistability and resonance 

fluorescence, one usually treats transitions between the ground state 

and some excited state. This case is described by setting Ya=Yb=U, 

which gives Ti=l/r. In this limit, 

reduce to 

rVa = rVb = F = -S = r/(r + iA} , 

I2tF[ViI2L2/2 - V2*(l+rliA)/2J] 

1 + I2Ft(Vi + V3*) 

(L.7U) 

(2.71 ) 
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1 + I F.1.(·V 
2 2 1 

('1 .• 72) 

Equation (2.71) agrees with Mollow's results (1969). 

The excited state laser limit considered by Sargent, Zubairy, 

and DeMartini (1983) is also of interest. This is given by the values 

(2.73) 

Here the pump constants are taken to be small compared to the decay 

constants since the rates YaRaa = haRcc, and the reservoir probability 

Rcc »Raa• These choices imply 

('1..74) 

for a=a,b, and fa and fb are given by Eqs. (2.27) and (2.2Y) without 

the primes. Furthermore the scattering term S is proportional to 

ha/Ya' leading to a contribution a: ha 2
, and hence can be neglected. 

This result agrees with Mollow's assertion (1976) and Cooper and 

Ballagh's (1978) four-level model results. In particular, this means 

that resonant Rayleigh scattering is negligible from a laser with an 

excited lower state, although not from one with a ground lower state 

like ruby. With these simplifications, Eqs. (2.66) and (2.67) reduce to 



B 1 f g2V l-
1 :::: L b 1+12 2 

I2t[FV1fb + (Nb-Na )V aV//2TdJ-
1 + 12Fi(V1 + V/) 
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(2.75) 

(2.76) 

This agrees with the coefficients given in Sargent, Zubairy, and 

DeMartini (1983) provided we set Nb::::U, 

Double Side mode Interactions 

When a third mode at frequency \Is is introduced, the density 

matrix elements of Eqs. (2.37), (2.38), and (2.39) acquire new 

contributions connecting with the states and 

17)= 1 an1 n ,-l) as shown in Fig. 4. These are, in turn, coupled to the 

states 16)=lan1+ln,+1> and 13)=lbn1n,-D, respectively. Again using 

the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2.33) with the sum now over j=l and j=3, we 

find PSi' PU' and PS5 are the same and the remaining equations of 

motion become 

- iV 27P71 , 

(2.77) 

(2.7~) 

(2.79) 



17>=la"1"3-1 > 

TO 13> 

11>=lb"1+1 "3> 
TO 17> • 

13>=lbn1 "3-1> 

16>=la"1+1 "3+1> 
., TO 10> 

Fig. 4. Eight-level atom-field energy level scheme valid for 
one strong mode and two-weak sidemodes. 
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* -- *-where VOlt = gU 3 In,+l and VZ7 = gU 3 I n3 • The corresponding equation 

of motion for the scattering coherence function Poo 10 of Eq. (2.49) , 

becomes 

(2.80) 

which gives 



p 00 10 :::: -, 
iV 1(P 1,. - P2S ) + iV 27 P71 - iVoltP so 

iA 
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(2.dl) 

In these equations, P2 0, P71t , Pso , and P71 are multiplied by the weak 

third-mode interaction energy, and hence they can be calculated in 

steady-state taking into account the strong v 2 mode alone. They are 

determined by a calculation very similar to that for the level 

populations Raa and dipoles Pl" and P25 above, and their steady-state 

values are given by the semiclassical calculations of the previous 

section by one-to-one correspondances. In particular. the P 71t te rm 

belongs to a closed set of four terms with the equations of motion 

P7,. :::I -(Ya+r)p 7,. + AaPco-l,Cl0 - iVnP s,. + iP71Vl,. , (2.82) 

PH == -Yb P31 + rp7" + Ab Pc O-l,C10 - iV 37P71 + iP3"V Itl' (2.H3) 

P71 == -( y+iA 2) P71 - iV 73P31 + iP7"V Itl , (l.84) 

Here P7,. corresponds to Raa in Eq. (2.6), P31 to Rbb in Eq. ('1 .• 7), P71 to 

Rab in Eq. (2.8), and P3,. to Rba • PCO-l c 10 in Eq. (2.82) is eliminated , 
similarly to the way Rcc in Eq. (2.6) is (see Eqs. (2.10) through 

(2.12». The dipole equations (2.84) and (2.85) have the steady-state 

solutions 

(2.d6) 

(2.87) 
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With algebra similar to that obtaining Eq. (2.24) for Raa-Rbb, we find 

P71t 

a similar expression for P31 , and the difference 

Hence in Eqs. (2.78) and (2.79) we can substitute 

1V zv zeN a -Nb ) 

1 + IzL z 

= f aPo- 1 ,10 

l+IzL z 

PO- 1 10 • , 

(2.88) 

(2.1:S9) 

(2.90) 

(2.91) 

Similarly the matrix elements PZO, PS6, Pso, and PZ6 form a 

closed set of coupled terms dependent on the field coherence element 

P OO 11' Solving the corresponding equations of motion, we find , 

PSO :: 

PzO 
= fbP OO • ll 

1 +IzL z 

Equations (2.77), (2.78), and (2.79) have the steady-state value 

(l.92) 

(l.93) 



AaYbPoo laVa * 
= Yb+Aa+Ab+i~ - iVa[V1Pllt - V:z PSl + V:zp:zlt ,- Vo/tPsoJ, 

[( Aa +A b +iA) r+y aAbJ V bP 00,10 

Ya+Aa+Ab+i~ 

Combining these with Eq. (2.81) for Poa 10' we have dlSIt=PSIt-P:Zl , 

1 + I:zFt(V l + V/) 
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(2.94) 

(l.9S) 

(2.96) 

+ -V:z(V:Z7P,/t-VOltP:Z0)'t)3*F2Tl + i(Va+S/H)VoltPso + i(V b-S/H)V:z,P71 

1 + I:zF1(V l + V,*) 

Substituting values for the PijJ we have 

:J.. * 1 + I:zF 'l. ( V 1 + V 3 ) 

V:zV:z,P O_ 1 10 F2TlfaV/ + (Na-Nb)(Vb-S/i~)V:z 
1 + I:zL: 

F2Tlfb'V3* - (Nb-Na)(Va+S/i~)V:z 

1 + I:zFi(V l + V3*) 

(2.97) 

Substituting Eq. (2.97) into (2.55) and (2.48) and tracing over n 3 , we 

find the mode 1 photon number equation of motion 
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~ 1~1+ 1 [C11 n3PO_l, 10 - 0 11 n3+ 1 Poo 11 + c.c'] -, 
n3 

+ 1- 1~[C/~P_l_l,OO - 0/n3+1P_10 01 + c.c] , (2.98) , 
n3 

where the Al and Bl coefficients are given by Eqs. (2.66) and (2.67), 

and the mode coupling coefficients Cl and 01 are given by 

(2.99) 

(2.100) 

Note that for unidirectional, degenerate frequency operation, the 

spatial factors Un in the V's cancel out, and we can replace 

4 U 1* U /V zz-rlTz by 1z as for Al and Bl• If the mode frequencies differ, 

a phase mismatch occurs as in the semiclassical case. Similarly, for 

more general orientations, phase matching plays an important role. As 

discussed below, Cl-O l yields the semiclassical coupling coefficient in 

four-wave mixing. 

We can write an operator equation that yields Eq. (2.98) by 

noting the matrix elements 
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(n1+l)Pn1 = 2- <00 I Pal.al t 100>, 
n3 

(n1+l)Pn +1 = l.. <00 I alPal t I UU>, 1 
n3 

nlPnl-l = L <UO I al tpall 00>, 
n, 

n1Pn = l: <UUla1ta1PIOO>. 
1 

n, 

Inserting these into (2.98) and removing the traces over n" we find 

+ (same with 1 +3) + adjoint. (2.101) 

Equation (2.101) yields the correct semiclassical coupled-mode 

equations for the mode amplitudes E1-<al> and E,*=<a3 t >, namely 
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t 1 ::: <alP> ::: (Al-Bl-v/2Ql)E 1 + (Cl-Dl)E /, (2.102) 

f:.,* = <a,tp> = (A,*-B/-V/2Q,)E/ + (C,*-D/)E l • (2.103) 

These semiclassical equations require the choices Palal t and al t alP in 

Eq. (2.101) rather than alai tp and Palal t, respectively, alternate 

choices permitted by the diagonal matrix element Pn equation (2.9H). 
1 

Equations (2.102) and (2.103) can be used for de tuned (V2~W) instability 

studies (Hendow and Sargent 1985) or in phase conjugation. In 

semiclassical phase conjugation, Cl-D l is the coupling coefficent . * lKl , 

with the value (from Eqs. (2.99) and (2.100» 

gZV 1U 1* U /V 2z(Na -N b) 

1+12Lz 
(2.104 ) 

Furthermore in the limit v2=w, Eq. (2 .1Ul) yields the coupled 

photon-number rate equations 

ddt <nl> = (A-B-v/Ql)<nl> + (C-D)<al t a, t> + A, 

ddt <alta, t> ::: (A-B-v/Ql)<a1 t a , t> + (C-D)<n1> + C. 

in extension of Eq. (2.68). 

(2.1U5) 

(2.106) 

Further we define A=Al+Al*' etc. If <n1> and <n,> are initially zero, 

<a1 t a , t) is then real and is the quantum version of Lamb's combination 

tone, responsible for three-mode mode locking (compare E 1 times Eq. 
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(10.48) of Sargent, Scully, and Lamb (1974». To lowest nonzero order 

in a 2 , it results from the four-wave mixing process al t a3 t az 2
, i.n which 

two pump v2 photons are annihilated and both a VI and a V3 photon are 

created. 

The operator equation 2.101 is the fundamental equation of 

this dissertation and is employed in chapters 5 and 6 to study the 

effects of cavities and propagation. It is valid for a wide variety of 

level schemes, provided the quantized fields are tr.eated to second 

order in the field amplitude. In chapter 7 the four coefficients At, 

Bl' C1 and Dl are derived for the two-photon two-level model, and in 

this case they are considerably more complicated than the expressions 

in Eqs. (2.66), (2.67), (2.99),. and (2.100), but the form of Eq. (2.101) 

remains the same. 



CHAPTER J 

OPERATOR APPROACH 

The theoretical derivation in the last chapter introduced the 

atom-field states 10> through 17> as a basis set for the calculations. 

In this chapter we approach the same problem from an alternative 

point of view that does not introduce the field states. The results 

are instead derived in terms of operators whose projections onto the 

photon numbers states of the quantized fields 1 nl> and 1 n3> need not 

be taken. Instead of equations for the components of the field 

operator P, we obtain operator equations for P directly in terms of 

its dependence on the creation and annihilation operators at and a. 

This method also clarifies the perturbative nature of the quantum 

calculation by presenting our assumptions from another viewpoint. 

One advantage to this approach is that the complete operator 

equation of motion for P, Eq. (2.101), arises directly, eliminating the 

need to appeal to semiclassical results to obtain the proper order of 

the operators. This is also the case for the single sidemode 

calculation. For more complicated semiclassical problems, such as 

three levels with two pump fields, this approach may be easier to set 

up. The generalization of this theory to the two-photon two-level 

problem, discussed in chapter 7, is based upon this method. 

We start by identifying .which fields we wish to regard as 

classical and carry out the. analysis in terms of coupling to the weak 

41 
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spontaneously emitted field modes. This method is instructive because 

it shows that we can insert our semiclassical understanding of 

quantum electronics situations directly into a perturbation 

calculation with respect to quantized field modes. There appears no 

inconsistency even if we single out some modes as classical. Once the 

formalism is set up, the present approach allows one to carry out the 

calculation in a relatively straightforward way, neither requiring, nor 

offering physical insight into the intermediate equations. In contrast 

the method of chapter 2 allows physical interpretation of all 

intermediate equations, but requires considerable care to avoid 

neglecting important contributions. For this reason as well as to 

obtain a different perspective, it is valuable to regain the results of 

chapter 2 in an approach based on a totally different argument that 

nevertheless describes the same physical situation. 

Most of this chapter treats the simple upper-to-ground-lower 

level scheme suitable for typical spectroscopy experiments. IQ this 

way the method may be introduced witn a minimum of complicating 

algebra. At the end of the chapter we show the premises and results 

of the more general three-level scheme used in chapter 2. 

The Model 

In this work we perform calculations for an ensemble of two

level atoms in the presence of one strong field coupling the two 

states. This situation is relevant for laser operation and 

spectroscopy situations, where no atomic cooperative effects are 

involved. It is then possible to use a Hamiltonian with only one 
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atom; its energy separation is nw, The strong field is taken to be 

classical with the amplitude E2 and frequency "2" If ~.,e introduce an 

arbitrary but finite number of quantized field modes of frequency "j 

we can write the Hamiltonian in the form 

where we have used the rotating wave approximation with respect to 

the strong mode. giving ~2 == w - "2" The coupling of the strong mode 

to the dipole matrix element J.I is again given by V 2 == -J.lt 2 /2 and the 

a'S are the Pauli matrices from Chapter 2 

(3.2) 

We also set Planck's constant n equal to unity. In this· work we are 

going to consider the simple decay scheme of upper-to-ground-level 

lower decay. This gives a term 

-yp ab] r( p) , 
rpaa -

(J .3) 

where the final form is used as a short-hand for this linear 

relaxation operator. As we assume all frequencies to be close to 

each other we need not retain the mode dependence in the coupling 

coefficient gj :: g. Because g varies as ,,1/2 , this is a s low variation. 
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The off-diagonal decay rates y in Eq. (3.3) are equal to r/2 

for pure spontaneous decay; our expressions allow us to include phase 

perturbations which make y larger than this value. We now separate 

the semiclassical problem, the field modes and their interactions by 

writing 

t * H sc = 6. za z + V za + V z a, 

H f = Ej ("j-"z)aj t aj' 

Hi = g Ej (a t aj + aaj t). 

The density matrix obeys the equation of motion 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

Introducing the reduced field operator P by tracing p over the atomic 

states 

P '" Trp, (3.8) 

we find its equation of motion to be 

Here the operators ~+ and ~ are 
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(3.1U) 

Equation (3.9) is analogous to the equation for Pnlnl , Eq. (2.48). To 

zeroth order in the coupling constant g we find that P obeys the 

equation for the free field density matrix. This has the solution 

(J.ll) 

In this order, the diagonal elements of P, which give the mode 

occupation probabilities, are constants of the motion. They change by 

the terms of order g according to the full equation of motion O.~). 

We find below that the variables Tr(at~) and Tr(a$+) are also 

proportional to g and hence P a: g2. Regarding g as small, we carry 

out a perturbation expansion in g and assume that pet) varies little in 

the relaxation time r- l • We again define the 2x2 atomic matrix l{ by 

setting 

p _ RP, (3.12) 

where the condition (3.8) demands that 

Tr R = 1. (3.13) 

From Eqs. (3.7) and (3.9) we find for R the equation of motion 
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(3.14) 

The method is to expand the matrix R in a power series in gZ and at 

each step determine the operator P so that no inconsistences emerge, 

i.e., so that the Eq. (3.9) holds. 

Solution to the Equations of Motion 

To follow the calculation in some detail we now specify the 

case to contain only one mode aj :: a. If we work in the Schrooinger 

picture we have the time dependence only in the density operator, and 

the definitions (3.10) give directly 

i~+ = at[H,pJ + atir(pJ = [at,HJp + [H,atpJ + ir[atpj 

::: 641+ - gatp + [Hsc,q,+j + [Hftq,+j + LHi,cj)+j + ir[q,+J, (J.15) 

where 6 = V z - Vi as in chapter 2. Here we have mOlTed the operator 

at inside the functional r[ j, which is valid as can be seen from the 

definition in Eq. (3.3). 

From Eq. (3.15) we see that 41+ relaxes at the rate r and hence 

we can assume it to rapidly reach its steady state lTalue compared 

with P which changes at a rate proportional to gZ. Thus we set the 

time derilTative in Eq. (3.15) equal to zero and arrange the terms so 

that a perturbation expansion in g ensues 

(j.16) 
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In Eq. (3.16), both terms on the right hand side are proportional to g, 

as seen from Eq.(3.6). 

In order to obtain P to order g2 we need to know ~+ to order 

g only. Thus it suffices to insert p and ~+ into the right hand side 

of Eq. (3.16) to order gO. Then an inversion of the operator acting on 

~+ on the left-hand side gives ~+ «g. Any function of the form 

~+ a: ei~t f(H + H ) 
't' sc f (3.17) 

satisfies Eq. (3.15) for g ::: O. We need to keep P as a free operator 

on the right hand side of Eq. (3.16) in order to impose consistency 

later. 

Because ~+ is an operator in the photon space too, we must 

consider its matrix elements between photon number eigenstates which 

are 

We have arranged the terms in Eq. (3.16) so that the commutator 

[Hf'~+] does not contribute to the diagonal elements. In the 

following we neglect this term, implying that the diagonal elements 

are to be taken. For our purposes, this is adequate. 

In our perturbation scheme it suffices to replace p and ~+ on 

the right-hand side by these expressions to zeroth order in g. From 

Eq. (3.12) this gives p ;: ROp where RO is the solution of the classical 
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problem obtained from Eq. (3~14) by neglecting the term in brackets 

[J. We write this well known problem in terms of the vector and 

matrix 

[R:ab 1 
~z-iy 

0 

[~::~ 1 d -V * -V z V2 
i R aa = 2 Vz - rlR 0 0.19) 

dt -ir 0 
R\b V 2* ir 0 -V z R bb 

R\a 0 v/ -V * -( ~z+i y) RO, 
2 oa 

as 

(3.2U) 

The matrix H has one zero eigenvalue and cannot be inverted, because 

With the condition (3.13) the steady state of (3.20) is obtained to be 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

We now insert p = R op into the right-hand side of Eq. (3.16) and define 

a vector V = [Vi ;i == 1,2,3,4] by setting 



V1 = -g(atatPRoaa + atpatRo bb), 

V2 = -g(atatPRoab + atpaROba), 
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(3.24a) 

(3.24b) 

O.24d) 

where we have used the commutation relations in Eqs. (3.24c) and 

(J.24d). Equation (3.16) can then be written as 

where the atomic matrix elements of ~+ are 

~+ ::0 

q,ab+ 

q,aa+ 

<Pbb+ 
q,ba+ 

and v = 

The solution to Eq. (3.25) can be given in terms of the inverse 

[ H + Al ]-1 = I M 
u D(-~)' 

0.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

where D(-A) is the function (3.21) evaluated at X=-A and M is a 4x4 

matrix. 

In Eq. (3.9) we need 

+ q,ab = 
M .... V .. + M .. 3V3 + M .. 2V2 + H .. 1V 1 

D(-A) 
0.28) 
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By direct evaluation we find 

(J.29a) 

M .. , ::z -V 2(A + H)(A 2 - A + iy), (J.29b) 

M .. 2 ::z -V2 (A z - A + iy)(-A + ir), 0.29c) 

(j.29d) 

Introducing Eqs. (3.24) and Eq. (3.28) into 0.9) we find terms 

of the form atPa t and atatp. These terms couple the matrix element 

<nIPln> to <n-1Ipln+l> and <n-Zlpln>, and imply that there are two 

emissions (or absorptions) of the quantized field for each transition. 

Since we are treating the quantized fields to second order in the 

field amplitudes, these are excluded in our perturbation expansion. 

Hence we only need to retain the terms 

g( M .... R °bb +H .. ,R °b ) g( M .... R Daa +M .. 2R Dba) 
__ -.!~ __ ~a~ ataP + atPa . (3.30) 

D D 

In Eq. (3.9) we also need 

Tr at 4l ::z 4l ba • (3.31 ) 

Instead of Eq. (3.25) we now find 

[fl - AI j. ::; -U, (3.3Z) 
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where 

U1 = g(PROaa + a taPROaa - aPatRobb) = g(aatPROaa - aPatRobb), (3.33a) 

U2 = g(PROab + ataPROab - aPaRO ba) ::: g(aatPROab - aPaR\a)' (3.33 b) 

U3 ::I g(aaPRO -ba aPrl tRo ab)' (3.33c) 

U .. = g(aaPR\b - aPaROaa)· (3.3Jd) 

The solution of Eq. (3.32) can be expressed in terms of the same 

quantities as that of Eq. (3.25) because only the sign of ~ is changed. 

* We have D(-~) ::: D (~) and we find after eliminating nonsecular terms 

( *0 M*O) (*0 *0) g M .... R a+ .. 2 R b g M .. , R ab+M .. ~ R bb t <ilba ::I a a aatp - ~ aPa • (2.34) 
D* D* 

We now take Eq. (3.9), leave out the commutator with Hf and 

substitute for <ilab+ and <ilba from Eqs. (3.30) and (3.34). We find 

~ = -ig(<ilba + tab+ - (tba)t - (<ilab+)tJ 

::: -B1(ataP - aPa t ) - A1(Paa t - atpa) + adj., (3.35) 

where 

0.36) 

(j.37) 

Equations (3.36) and (3.37) are exactly equal to the equations for Al 
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and B1 of the previous chapter for upper-to-ground level decay, Eqs. 

(2.71) and (2.72). 

The Case of Two Modes 

In Chapter 2 the introduction of the second sidemode required 

the additional atom-field levels depicted in Fig. 4. Because this 

model does not utilize such field levels, this is unnecessary in this 

case. Instead, the single mode discussed in the previous section (now 

identified with mode 1) couples to 3 and terms like a 3 t a1 tp, a3alP, 

a 3Pa lJ a 3 tPal t, etc., cannot be neglected in Eqs. (3.24) and (3.33). 

These terms now must be included. Since the two modes sit around the 

strong one, as shown in Fig. 2, we have in our rotating-wave 

approximation 

(3.38) 

In this case all the states In1+k, n3+k> oscillate at the same 

frequency for all k = O,±l, ±2, ••• because 

(3.39) 

Again we can neglect the commutator with Hf because 

0.40) 

because of Eq. 0.39). From Eqs. (3.28) and (3.34) we find the 
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additional terms for the coupling of mode 3 to mode 1. They contain 

the functions Hij - :: Mi/ - a) because their detuning is of the opposite 

sign. We find the terms 

tjlab+ = 

- J ° ° - ° - ° _lMlt2R ab +M"lR aa M"2 R ab +M .. 1 R aa t t 
+ * ga 3 a 1 P, 

D D 
(3.41) 

(3.42) 

where we have used the properties of the M-coefficients (3.2~). 

Inserting these into ~q. (3.9), we obtain the expression 

where 

C1 = ig2 Mlt2R°S!b + M"lR ° aa 
(3.44 ) 

D 

and 

Dl = ig2 M'+5R°S,lb + MltlR\b 
(3.45) 

D 
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To Eq. (3.43) we have to. add the terms in Eq. (3.35) and the similar 

term with A3 and B3 which implies fl + -fl. Thus we regain the 

coefficients A1, B1, C1 and D1 of chapter l. The symmetry properties 

of the coefficients are such that 

and 

MIt,- -

ROab(-fl
Z

) = -R\a(flz)' 

ROU(-flz) :2 ROU(fl z)' 

The Relationship Between the Two Metnods 

0.46) 

(J .47) 

The operator method of this chapter can be related co the 

field level approach of the previous chapter. By connecting the two, 

new insights can be gained into each approach, and the aleebraic 

expressions in both theories can be readily compared. 

Since it is easier to project an operator onto a basis set and 

obtain a component than to perform the reverse, we begin by rewriting 

Eq. (3.9) as 

(j.4tl) 

~ole project Eq. (J.4tl) onto the photon number states for mode 1, I n1>' 

yielding 
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of chapter 2 and Fig. 3. This agrees exactly with Eq. (2.48). Thus 

the corresponds to 1>51 and the operator 

corresponds to 1>511 n -1' In a similar manner we may relate the 
1 

remaining components of 41 t to 1>5'" 1>217 and 1>2 .. : 

The components of 41+ correspond to the above matrix elements for n1 + 

n1-1. Hence, by projecting the operator equations in this chapter onto 
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the basis set 1 nln3>' the component equations of the last chapter may 

be recovered. 

Generalization to the Three-Level Model 

If we consider different relaxation and pumping schemes from 

the one assumed in Eq. (3.3) the present method goes through without 

major changes. The steady state solution RO of Eqs. (3.22) and (3.23) 

is changed and the matrix H in 0.19) becomes a different one. In 

particular, if we consider the three-level model of chapter 2 (see 

Fig. 1), in which two levels interact with the field waves and are 

connected to a lower lying third level by decays and pumps, the H 

matrix becomes 

t.:ci Y -V 2 V2 0 

1 ° V * -iYa-if 0 V2 H = - 2 iAa 0.53) V :f if -iYb -V2 2 iAb 

l 0 V/ -V 2* - 62-i Y 
-iA O_iA J. U iYa iYb U a b 

The determinant now becomes 

D(x) = x{(x+t. 2+iy)(x-t. 2+iy)[r(Aa+A b+Yb) + Yb(Aa+y a ) + YaAb 

- ix(Aa+Ab+Ya+Yb+r) - x2J + 41 V 21 2(x+iy)[i(Aa+A b)+i(Ya+Yb)/2J}. (3.54) 

The Mij coefficients become 
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(3.55a) 

Mlt3 = -V 2(A 2-A+iy)[y a Ab - YbAa + r(Aa+A b) - iA(Yb+Aa+Ab-r) + A2 j,(3.55b) 

M~2 = -V 2(A 2-A+iY)[YaAb - YbAa + r(Aa+A b) + iA(Ya+Aa+Ab+r) A21,(3.55c) 

Mltl = 2V/A[-A + i(Aa+Ab) + i(Ya+Yb)/Z], 0.55d) 

In the limit Aa=Ab"'Ya=Yb=O, these equations reduce to Eqs. 

0.Z9a) through (3.Z9d), respectively, multiplied by A, which cancels 

out with the extra A in the determinant (3.54). In addition, we solve 

for the corresponding R's obtained from solving Eq. (3.20) in steady 

state with Eq. 0.53) for H. Substituting these R's and Eqs. (3.55) 

into Eqs. (3.36), 0.37), 0.44), and 0.45) yields chapter 2's results 

for the coefficients Alt Blr ClI and Dlt Eqs. (2.b6), (2.67), (2.99), and 

(2.100), respectively. 

The present approach can be applied to a level and field 

configuration of arbitrary complexity. As the fields to be regarded 

as classical are clearly separated out at the beginning together with 

those levels which they couple, the classical problem to be solved in 

order to obtain R 0 to zeroth order in g can be formulated in a 

straightforward way. It will be given in the form of an equation like 

(3.20) with the matrix H indicating which classical problem we want to 

address. To this we are then free to add those modes that we want to 

treat as quantized, see Eq. (3.1). The perturbation expansion in their 

coupling constants g goes through as before, Eq. (3.9) looks the same 

with a~+ and at~ replaced by the appropriate coupling operator 

between the levels considered. In the equations for ~+ and ~ we can 
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again recognize the classical contributions, the left-hand side of Eq. 

(3.16), and those of first order in g, its right-hand side. In this we 

can use an approximation of the type P = ROp and determine P from its 

equation of motion. We thus find a theory correct to ord~r g2, which 

can be used to study the stability of the weak modes and then the 

initial growth in the linear regime. In our present notation it is 

clear how to formulate the problem. To carry out the algebra does, 

of course, become laborious if the situation becomes complicated. 



CHAPTER 4 

AVERAGES OVER iNHOMOGENEOUS BROADENING, 

SPATIAL HOLE BURNiNG, AND GAUSSiAN BEAMS 

The theory presented in Chapters 2 and 3 assumes that a 

homogeneously broadened medium interacts with one classical plane 

running wave of arbitrary intensity and one or two weak quantized 

plane running waves. In this chapter we separately study the effects 

of 1) inhomogeneous broadening, 2) spatial hole burning resulting from 

a standing wave pump field, and 3) Gaussian transverse amplitude 

variations. By treating them separately we obtain analytic formulas 

for the averaged coefficients. Numerical analysis is required to 

perform a second average. In particular, since resonance fluorescence 

is a special- case of the theory, we primarily consider how the well

known three-peaked spectrum of resonance fluorescence is altered by 

these effects. 

Inhomogeneous broadening occurs in many media of interest in 

phase conjugation, lasers, optical bistability, and saturation 

spectroscopy. In particular, laser instabilities have usually required 

inhomogeneous broadening for observation (Abraham, Lugiato, and 

Narducci, 1985). Saturation spectroscopy is often done with gaseous 

media having Doppler broadening. Experiments are done in atomic beams 

and for two-photon transitions to observe phenomena masked in 

59 
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classical spectroscopy by the Doppler effect (Giacobino and Cagnac, 

1980) • Our calculations allow some of these effects to be studied 

more easily with the naturally inhomogeneously broadened state. 

Standing waves are important both in cavity problems and in using 

four-wave mixing to achieve phase conjugation (Abrams and Lind, 1978). 

Gaussian be~ms are almost always encountered in nonlinear wave mixing 

(Stutt and Sargent, 1984), although the effects of transverse 

variations can be discriminated against by appropriate use of 

apertures. Our formulas can help in estimating the kinds of effects 

that such transverse variations have on a number of common multiwave 

interactions. We illustrate all three averages numerically with their 

effects on resonance fluorescence. Further illustrations will be 

given in the next chapter. 

The theoretical derivation of Chapter 2 uses a two-excited

level model ,.,ith a lower-lying ground state as depicted in Fig. 1. 

Tlle use of this level scheme makes the equations subs tantially more 

algebraically complex than the usual two-level, upper-to-ground level 

model generally assumed f.or these problems. However, this level 

scheme allows uS to treat transitions between two excited states as 

well the upper-to-ground level model all with a unified notation. As 

we show, this flexibility has some interesting consequences when 

inhomogeneous broadening is considered. To obtain the upper-to-ground 

level model from our three level model, simply set Ya=Yb=O. Another 

special case of interest occurs when levels a and b are both excited, 

but most of the atoms are in the reservoir c. This limit is usually 
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considered for lasers (Sargent, Scully, and Lamb 1974), and for this 

r=O and Aa' Ab « Y a' Yb' Although our averaged coefficients are valid 

for all values of the pumping and decay constants, we confine our 

numerical illustrations to these special cases. 

In the next section we carry out the average over 

inhomogeneous broadening using a Lorentzian distribution function. 

This allows us'to study the transition from homogeneous broadening to 

strong inhomogeneous broadening with an analytic function. We then 

average the coefficients over a standing wave, appropriate for use in 

four-wave mixing and in standing-wave cavity problems. The final 

section averages the coefficients over a Gaussian beam that 

approximates the transverse field distribution often produced by 

lasers. 

Inhomogeneous Broadening 

In this section we include inhomogeneous broadening for our 

theoretical model. We integrate each coefficient over the 

inhomogeneous broadening function W( w). Specifically, the 

inhomogeneously broadened resonance fluorescence coefficient Ap Eq. 

(2.67), is given by 

<A 1>rHB = rca dw W(w) A1(w), (4.1 ) 

J-ca 

where W(w) is the inhomogeneous broadening function. For very large 
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inhomogeneous broadening, i.e., a distribution with width many times 

that of the homogeneous width y, W(w) may be evaluated at the peak of 

Al(w) and pulled out of the integral in Eq. (4.1). This procedure is 

similar to that discussed in the semiclassical theory of Sargent 

(1978). In order to study the transition from homogeneous to 

inhomogeneous broadening analytically, we assume W(w) is given by the 

Lorentzian 

with FWHI1 of 2w as in the work of ~landel (1983). In the limit w ... 0, 

W(w) ... 0(w-v2), which reduces Eq. (4.1) to the centrally-tuned 

homogeneous broadening result. The limit w ... ~ gives large 

inhomogeneous broadening. To keep (AI>IHB from vanishing in the 

inhomogeneously broadened limit while reducing properly to the 

homogeneously broadened case, we multiply by the normalization factor 

z == (w+y)/y. 

Following the notation of Sargent (1978), we define 0 == w-v 2 , 

Isolating the terms that 

depend upon the de tuning 0, we find that the integrals for Al and B1 

can be broken into five separate terms while those for Cl and D1 can 

be broken in three separate terms. Each term in the integral can then 

be evaluated by the calculus of residues. 
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Inserting the coefficients Au B1 , C1 <lnd D1 of Eqs. (2.66), 

(2.67), (2.99), and (2.100) into an expression like Eq. (4.1), we have 

where the boldfaced numerals are given by 

I = (4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 
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w-r-il1 (4.11) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

where Mab = [ 
N.<> NbJ --=-+- K 
Yb' Ya" a 

We now compare these results to previous semiclassical 

calculations (Sargent, 1978) by taking the differences <A1-B1>UlB and 

<C1-D1>IHB' In Sargent (1~78), only large inhomogeneous broadening was 

considered, so we allow w+a:> in our expressions. For the absorption 

coefficient, we have 

(4.15) 
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Letting w+co in the terms in Eq. (4.15) this expression becomes 

Similarly, we subtract <D 1>IHB from <C 1>IHB and let w+ co • Then 

(4.17) 

Equations (4.16) and (4.17) agree with the semiclassical calculations 

of Sargent (197~), Eqs. (75) and (77), as they should. 

We now consider two limiting cases to analyze these results. 

First consider upper-to-ground level decay. Figure 5 shows the 

resonance fluorescence spectrum as a function of 6T l for the case of 

T2 = 2Tl = 2/r and an intensity 12 of 5U for w = 0, l/Tu and IOOUO/T l• 

The overall height of the curve rises a little due to our 

normalization factor (w+y)/y. Note however, that even for the small 

amount of inhomogeneous broadening, w=1/T 1 , the sidebands have moved 

further out and have a higher sideband-to-central-peak height ratio 

than the homogeneously broadened case. For inhomogeneous broadening 

we are combining a distribution of off-resonance quantities. For the 

case of resonance fluorescence, it is well known that the spect rum 

remains fully symmetric even off-resonance for the case of upper-to-

ground level decay (Mollow, 1969). The central peak of the inelastic 
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Fig. 5. Resonance fluorescence spectra for inhomogeneous 
distribution widths w ::2 0, I/Tl, 100UO/T 1• The lower level is 
the ground state, the pump intensity 12 is SO, and T2 = 2T 1 • 

8 

spectrum rapidly falls off with detuning and the sidebands move 

further out to the detuned Rabi flopping frequency. This is shown in 

Figure 6 for detunings of 6 = 0, 2/T h and 5/T 1 • Since the central 

peak falls off more rapidly than the sidebands, this explains why the 

sidebands increase in height relative to the central peak for large 

inhomogeneous broadening. 
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Fig. 6. Resonance fluorescence spectra for detunings 0 = 0, 
Z/T l , and 5/T l • Other parameters are the same as for Fig. 5. 

b7 

Figure 7 shows the resonance fluorescence spectrum for a two-

level system with both levels eKcited. For this case there is 

incoherent pumping to only the lower level and most of the atoms are 

in the reservoir level c. Specifically, Ya = Yb = 2y, r = Aa = 0, Ab = 

.001Ya' and the spectrum is again plotted versus 6T l for 12 = SO and w 

= 0, 1ITlJ and lOOOO/T l • Note how much higher the central peak is 

relat~e to the sidebands, which is remarkably different than for the 

upper-to-ground level decay of Fig. 5. Figure H d~picts the off"': 
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Fig. 7. Resonance fluorescence spectra for inhomogeneous 
distribution widths w :: O. 1/T 1 • 10000/T 1 • Both levels are 
excited and there is pumping to only the lower level. The 
intensity 12 is 50, and T2 :: 2T 1• 
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resonant spectrum for this case with the same detunings of 6 = O. 

2/T1> and 5/T1' Note that now the spectrum becomes slightly 

asymmetric with detuning, but more importantly the central peak does 

not falloff as rapidly as in Fig. 6. These results are in agreement 

with earlier calculations for this case (Holm and Sargent, 1984). 

Finally, we again consider an excited two-level sys tem as in 

Fig. 7, only now we let Aa = .001 Ya and Ab = O. with everything else 
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Fig. H. Detuned spectra for the paramet~rs of Fig. 7 with 
detunings 15 = 0, 21Th and 5/T 1 • 
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unchanged. The curves depicted in Fig. 9 are considerably different 

from the previous cases. The upper-level excitation gives increasing 

larger wings due to the introduction of unsaturated atoms. The off-

resonance curves of Fig. 10 are also very different. Because of 

spontaneous emission from level a resulting from the.incoherent pump 

Aa, the spectrum is now asymmetric off-resonance. Note, however, 

that all values of the detuning have a residual peak at the center, 

thereby giving the increased peak at line center in the 
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O.O~~~~~~~4-~~~~~==~ 

-8 8 

Fig. 9. Spectra for- w = 0, 11Th and 100UO/T 1 when both levels 
are excited and there is pumping to only the upper level. Note 
the wide wings due to the introduction of unsaturated atoms as 
w increases. 

inhomogeneously-broadened case just as for the lower-level excitation 

case. 

The Slil:. term in Eq. (2.66) is primarily responsible for two 

differences in scattering predicted by the upper-to-ground level decay 

model and by the large-reservoir excited-state model appropriate for 

typical laser media. First, because of the presence of the Lorentzian 

factor IzL z in fa' the term proportional to Vz* becomes dominant for 
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Fig. 10. Detuned spectra for the parameters of Fig. 9 with 
detunings 0 = 0, 2/T 1 , and 5/T 1 • 
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sufficiently large detunings. For upper-to-ground level decay, S :: 

-r/(r+iA) and is on the order of unity, and hence gives an important 

contribution. However, for the large-reservoir excited-state model, S 

is given by 
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and the pump rate constants satisfy 

ha,b « Ya,b' 

Hence this S gives a negligible contribution. 

Second, the S/itJ. term also leads to the elastic, or Rayleigh, 

peak not shown in these curves. This is because the resonance 

fluorescence scattering is proportional to Al + c.c., which due to the 

S/itJ. term contains a contribution proportional to i/ tJ. + c.c. = 2rro(tJ.). 

This monochromatic scattering constitutes the Rayleigh scattering. 

Hence in contrast to the upper-to-ground level model, the large-

reservoir excited-state model has negligible Rayleigh scattering. 

To study the effects of inhomogeneous broadening on Rayleigh 

scattering, 'lie first evaluate the elastic peak for the homogeneous 

case by letting 6 = U in the S/itJ. term and then use the above 

relationship. This gives 

rrg 2(Na-Nb)2 
= 2T 1 y 

(4.1~) 

To include inhomogeneous broadening, we integrate this over w times 

the Lorentzian distribution W(w). Again using the calculus of 

residues, we find 

(4.19) 
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This reduces to the well-known centrally-tuned homogeneously 

broadened value 

(4.20) 

when 101=0, which saturates to zero for large pump intensity I~. In 

contrast the inhomogeneously broadened limit value 

(4.21) 
4yT/l+Iz 

doesn't saturate, because of the contributions of the off-resonant 

dipoles. Equation (4.19) is plotted in Fig. 11 versus 101 for the upper-

to-ground level case with I z = SO. From Fig. 11 we see that as w 

increases the elastic contribution to the spectrum rapidly rises, 

dominating the total emission. As mentioned above, this term in the 

expression for Ai is negligible for the large reservoir excited state 

limit appropriate for most lasers. Hence, Rayleigh scattering is not 

significant for this case. An interesting laser case that can exhibit 

substantial Rayleigh scattering is the ruby laser, whose lower level 

is the ground state. 
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Fig. 11. The intensity of the elastic (Rayleigh) part of the 
spectrum versus the inhomogeneous width wand pump intensity 
12 :::: SO. 

Spatial Hole Burning 

In the semiclassical theory of resonant phase conjugation, one 

considers either three- or four-wave mixing. In three-wave mixing, a 

strong pump field interacts with a weak signal probe field to generate 

another field. From phase matching considerations, all three fields 

must be nearly colinear. In four-wave mixing, two strong, oppositely 

directed pump fields interact with each other and the signal field to 

generate the fourth field. In this case one of the pump fields and 
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the signal field create a grating which scatters the other pump field 

into the opposite direction of the signal field. This provides the 

source for the conjugate wave and is phase matched for all 

wavevectors in the degenerate case VI = v2 = v3 • Because of the two 

strong, saturating pump fields, however, a standing-wave fringe 

pattern exists in the medium. This subjects atoms at dif ferent 

locations in the fringe to different degrees of saturation. This is 

called spatial hole burning because the population difference follows 

the nodes and antinodes of the standing wave electric field. He 

account for this by averaging the coefficients over the spatial hole 

burning for one wavelength. These results are of interest because it 

allows us to study resonant four-wave mixing from a quantum 

mechanical vie wpoint. The results are also useful in the theory of 

standing-wave cavity instabilities. 

In this section we take the strong field Ez to be a standing 

wave instead of a running wave. A standing-wave electric field is 

given by 

1 1 
E2 = 2 A2exp[i(Kz"r - V2t)] + 2 Azexp[-i(Kz"r + Vzt)J + c.c. (4.22) 

We define the spatially dependent intensity as I2r where 

(4.23) 
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where lJ. is the dipole moment, and I2 is the dimensionless, running-

wave pump intensity. For simplicity we take the wave vector Kz to b~ 

along the z-axis, so K2 'r = Kzz = 2TTZ/A Z' We integrate each 

coefficient along the z-direction for one wavelength. For example, 

(4.24) 

In the expressions for the four coefficients, Eqs. (2.66), (2.67), (2.99) 

and (2.100), we identify in each factor terms that depend upon the 

intensity I z• We substitute Eq. (4.23) for I z and make use of the 

trigonometric identity cos2(2Kzz) ::: (l + cos(4Kzz»/2. With some 

algebra, the resulting integrals can all be reduced to combinations of 

the integral 

J :::: r 
2 'IT 

de 
J 0 -a-+-"';b;;"';;""c-o-s-e = 

We find 

Nad-b1+c/d 1 
+ c(-

Il+4Izd d 
(4.25) 



<B 1>SHB 

where 

[ Na NbJ -+-
Yb' Ya' 

-b .. +c/d 1 
+ c(d' -

11 +41 2d 
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(4.'2.7) 

(4.28) 

(4.31) 

(4.32) 
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c = (4.33) 

(4.34) 

Just as for inhomogeneous broadening, we calculate Al-B l and 

C1-D l and compare to previous semiclassical calculations (Fu and 

Sargent, 1979). Considerable simplication occurs for each case and we 

find 

= g 2V l (Na-Nb) 

r"l +41z[z 

gZU 1* U 3*V leNa -Nb)2A zF y( V z+V /) 
<C1-Dl>SHB = -----~--~~~--~--~--------~ 

r' 1+41zL z [1 +41 zd+r' (l +41zL z)(l +41 zd)] 

These agree with the results of Fu and Sargent (1979). 

(4.35) 

(4.36) 

Equation (4.25) is the formula for resonance fluorescence 

coefficient Al for a standing-wave pump field. Figure 12 plots the 

resonance fluorescence spectrum <Al>SHB + c.c. of Eq. (4.25) for the 

upper-to-ground level case for Tz=2Tl and intensities 12 of 8, 18, and 

50 for each pump field. Note that the central peaks for all three 

intensities are approximately the same and are much sharper and higher 

than the sidebands. Because .the fluorescence is emitted by atoms in 
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Fig. 12. Resonance fluorescence spectra in a standing wave for 
intensities I2, of 13, 18, and SU for each running wave. The 
ground state is the lower level and T2, = 2T 1 • 

15 

different locations in the standing-wave fringe, a distribution of Rabi 

sidebands contribute, tending to wash out the sidemode Lorentzians 

characteristic of the unidirectional case. However all parts of the 

fringe contribute to the central frequency. reinforcing the central 

peak. 

The elastic peak may also be evaluated in the same manner as 

for inhomogeneous broadening. Substituting Eq. (4.18) into Eq. (4.24) 

and integrating over one wavelength, we obtain 
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(4.37) 

Because of the Lorentzians in the numerator and denominator of Eq. 

(4.37), the dependence of this expression on the detuning w-v:z is 

almost the same as for the plane wave case of Eq. (4.18). The 

dependence on the intensity shows that this average elastic peak also 

bleaches to zero for large fields, only now at a rate going like the 

inverse square root of the intensity, instead of the inverse of the 

intensity. 

Gaussian Beams 

Actual lasers have transverse-field variations that can be 

closely approximated by a Gaussian beam (Yariv, 1976). This sometimes 

leads to the emergence of new phenomena not present for plane waves, 

such as self-focusing. In this section we assume the same Gaussian 

transverse profile for the strong field intensity I:z :lnd the weak 

probe waves. We average the four coefficients Ah Bh Ct, and D1 over 

this Gaussian dependence. Diffraction effects are not considered. The 

model includes an aperture of radius a. The limit a~O reproduces the 

plane-wave result, since the medium is then everywhere saturated by 

the same value. The limit a+~ gives the Gaussian-averaged result. 

The total electric field is 

E(r,z,t) = ~ EU(r) L an(t) e-i(vnt - Kuz) + adjoint, 
n 

(4.38) 
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where E is the "electric field per photon", and we take the transverse 

spatial factor to be 

2/2 2 U(r) = e-r w o • (4.3Y) 

Here r = I x2.ry 2 is the radial coordinate and Wo is the beam waist. 

This gives the radially dependent pump intensity 

_ I2u(r). (4.4U) 

The average of the Al coefficient is then given by 

(4.41) 

where NI is the normalization factor 

(4.42) 

with ua ;: u(a) = e-a2/wo2. This is similar to the average over spatial 

hole burning of the previous section because we are again considering 

variations of the intensity. Unlike the spatial hole burning problem 

we now consider the variation to be in the transverse direction 
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instead of the longitudinal direction. The dependence upon the 

intensity can again be separated and the same notation can be u~ed. 

By using u(r) as the variable of integration the resulting integrals 

can be readily integrated. The results are 

<A1>GB 
g'V, {NaL,'-b,L,+C [ 1 [ 1 +I,L, J 1 [ l+I,d J] = 

Iz(l-ua) Lz-d 
'T2 ln -

dZ ln l+Izdua Lz l+IzLzua 

+ 
clz o-ua>}. (4.43) 
dL z 

<B 1>GB =0 

gZV 1. { NbL,'-b,L,+c 
[ Ll" 

[ 1 +I,L, J 1 [ 1 +I,d ]] 
Iz(l-ua) [z-d in - d:t ln l+Izdua 1 +IzL zUa 

clz o-ua>}. (4.44) +-
dL z 

<C 1>GB =0 

g'U:U:V, { -b,L,+c [b [ I+I,L, J 1 [ lH,d J] 
- Iz(l-ua) [2-d in l+IzL zua - d% in l+Izdua 

clz (l-ua>}, (4.45) +-
dL z 

(4.46) 

where b1, bz, b]t b .. , c, and d are given by Eqs. (4.29) to (4.34) 
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respectively. We can again take the differences <Ai - Bi>GB and <C i -

V l>GB to compare to previous ly derived semiclassical results (S tut t 

and Sargent, 1984). The results are 

(4.47) 

(4.4d) 

These agree with the results of Stutt and Sargent (1984), Eqs. (30) 

and (31). 

Figure 13 shows the resonance fluorescence spectrum for the 

case of upper-to-ground level decay for the case of Ti=T: and an I: of 

20 for the aperture values of 0.1,1.0, and 20. For a = 0.1, this 
• 

corresponds to closing down the aperture in the center of the Gaussian 

beam until only a small portion of the center is passed, which 

approximates a plane wave. We see this yields the familiar Mallow 

three-peaked spectrum (Mallow, 1969). As the aperture increases more 

of the attenuated beam is passed, which has an effect similar to the 

spatial hole burning case of smoothing out the sidebands and 
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Fig. 13. Effects of different aperture sizes of Gaussian beams 
on the resonance fluorescence spectrum. The aperture sizes 
are O.lwo, Wo, and 20wo. The pum~ i.ntensity I2 ::: 20, and Tl = 
T2• 
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increasing the central peak. The a = 2U curve corresponds to a full 

Gaussian beam, and it can be seen that the sidebands are washed out. 

For this case, ua ~ 0 in the above formulas. Note that unlike some 

kinds of Gaussian beam averages (Sargent, 1977), an effective plane 

wave intensity cannot be used to approximate this case. 

We evaluate the effects of a Gaussian beam on the elastic 

(Rayleigh) peak by inserting Eq. (4.18) into the integral of Eq. (4.41). 
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The resul t is 

In the limit a ... 0, this reduces to the plane wave Eq. (4.1~). Figure 

0.5~------------------------------~ 

<AEL>G8 

O.O+---~----~----~----~--~----~ 
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Fig. 14. The intensity of the elastic (Rayleigh) contribution 
versus detuning for the aperture sizes of O.lwo and 2Uwo. 

14 plots the Rayleigh peak versus the detuning til - \I~ for I~ = l.U and 

a ::: 0.1 and 20. In spite of the seeming complicated nature of Eq. 
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(4.49) the curves of the figure show approximately the same behavior 

as for the plane wave case. For each value of the aperture size 

there is a sharp dip at zero detuning and then a gradual falloff for 

large detunings, just as for the plane wave solution. As the aperture 

size a increases the drop at line center decreases, but there is a 

lower maximum elastic intensity and a faster falloff for larger 

detunings. These results are expected· since a Gaussian beam has a 

lower overall intensity than a plane wave. 

This chapter extends the results of Chapters 2 and j to 

include inhomogeneous broadening, spatial hole burning, and Gaussian 

beams. We illustrate the results by considering the effects on 

resonance fluorescence. We find that the detuned resonance 

fluorescence spectrum is markedly different for the two kinds of two

level media we have considered. We also find that Rayleigh scattering 

in the purely excited state two-level model is negligible. Both of 

these results stem from the S/ib. term in the expression .for Ai' In 

Chapter 2 this term is shown to be related to the off-diagonal matrix 

element of the field density operator P. In all cases we find that 

even for small amounts of inhomogeneous broadening there is a 

noticeable alteration of the shape of the spectrum. 

The averages over spatial hole burning reveal a washout of 

the resonance fluorescence side Lorentzians. In addition, they will be 

used in the next two chapters dealing with effects of noise in four

wave mixing and standing-wave cavity effects occurring in saturation 

spectroscopy. These results are particularly important s lnce they 
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will be used to study new, quantum mechanical phenomena. The 

Gaussian beam results may give clues to how real experimental data 

may be affected. 



CHAPTER 5 

EFFECTS OF CAVITIES ON THE SPECTRUM 

OF RESONANCE FLUORESCENCE 

Following the original paper on resonance fluorescence by 

Mollow (1969), extensions of the original theory have been made and 

experiments have been performed (Hartig, Rasmussen, Schieder, and 

Walther, 1976; Grove, Wu, and Ezekiel, 1~77). Virtually all of this 

research has assumed that the spontaneously emitting atoms are in 

free space, and hence cavity effects have been neglected. In laser 

spectroscopy, Fabry-Perot cavities are often used to accurately 

measure optical frequencies. In addition, both lasers and optical 

bistability require a high quality cavity to .provide the necessary 

feedback for operation. Instabilities in lasers and optical 

bistability that grow from spontaneous emission are influenced by 

these cavities. It is of interest, therefore, to consider the effects 

of cavities for these cases. 

In this chapter we show how collecting the spontaneous 

emission in a high-finesse cavity significantly alters the emergent 

radiation spectrum and can under some conditions lead to some new, 

quantum phenomena. An example of an experimental configuration 

involving resonance fluorescence in a cavity is the above mentioned 

work of Hartig et al (1976). Lugiato (1984) and others (Carmichael and 

88 
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Walls, 1977) have studied fluorescent spectra in optical bistability, 

but they were concerned with cooperative effects and did not consider 

effects of stimulated emission and phase conjugation on the 

spontaneous emission spectrum. 

We begin by unifying the phenomena of resonance fluorescence 

and saturation spectroscopy by considering the effects of stimulated 

emission and absorption on the fluorescent light captured in a cavity. 

This is extended to the case when the fluorescent light is colinear or 

nearly colinear with the exciting laser light. The pump and one 

cavity mode driven by spontaneous emission can then interact in the 

medium to generate a phase matched conjugate field at a frequency 

symmetrically located on the other side of the pump frequency. This 

problem involves three-wave mixing, which considerably complicates the 

theory. The next section studies the effects of a standing-wave pump 

field. Provided the frequency of the induced conjugate polarization 

coincides with, a cavity mode, phase matching of the conjugate field is 

now possible for any direction of the fluorescent light. Averaging 

over the spatial holes burned by the standing-wave pump must be done, 

as in Chapter 4. We present explicit spectra and discuss the 

corresponding experimental arrangements. 

To simplify our results, we restrict our analysis to the case 

of upper-to-ground level lower decay. This is the usual situation for 

laser spectroscopy and optical bistability. For this level scheme, 

the level decay rate constant r equals 1/T 1 • 
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Single Sidemode Interactions 

In this section we consider the interaction of 'the two-level 

medium with the strong mode 2 and a single quantized mode at 

frequency v1• This is the case when there is no phase matching or 

when the strong field is sufficiently detuned from atomic resonance. 

The mode 3 coefficients and the coupling coefficients C1 and D1 are all 

zero and the operator Eq. (2.101) reduces to 

We are mainly interested in the average photon number <n1> = 

Projecting Eq. (5.1) onto the 

photon number states Inl> and summing over n1 we find the equation of 

motion 

d 
dt <n1> :: -A1( <n1 2>+<n1» - (B1+v/2Q1)<n1 2> 

+ (B 1+v/2Q1)«n1
2>-<n1>2) + A1«n1

2>+2<n 1>+1) + c.c. 

where A :: Ai + Al* and B :: Bl + Bl*' This equation is also derived in 

Chapter 2. Equation (5.2) gives the time differential equation of the 

average photon number in a cavity mode, where A - B is the gain 
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coefficient and A is the source term from spontaneous emission. In 

free space, no photon number build up occurs and <n1> = U. Hence the 

derivative dldt <n1> = A denotes the counting rate of a photon 

detector observing the resonance fluorescence spectrum A. The 

absorption coefficient, A - B, describes the absorption (or gain) of a 

weak probe field in the presence of a strong field, and, like the 

resonance fluorescence coefficient A, was also first obtained by 

Mollow (1972). We now study how these quantities are related. 

DETECTOR 

Fig. 15. Experimental configuration of Hartig, et al. The 
directions of the atomic beam, the intense laser field, and the 
Fabry-Perot axis are all mutually perpendicular. 
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We consideL the expeLimental situation shown in Figure 15. An 

atomic beam passes thLough a high-finesse Fabry-Perot cavity and is 

Ladiated perpendicularly (or at a substantial angle) by an int~nse 

laser field. The fluorescent emission selected by a cavity mode 

frequency is then measured by an external detector. This is 

essentially the configuration used in the experiment of Hartig, et ale 

(1976). Note that the caviti mode separation must be large compaLed 

to the overall length of the resonance fluorescence spectrum. When 

the emission takes place in a cavity, the photon number <n1> increases 

until a steady state occurs. Using Eq. (5.2) we solve for the steady 

state value 

A 
(5.3) 

V/Ql - (A-B)' 

In the limit V/Q1 » B-A, corLesponding to a POOL cavity, Eq.· (5 .3) 

simplifies to become <n1> = Q1A/v, and we recover the fLee-space 

expLession for the spectrum. Note that we are now defining the 

spectrum to be given by <n1> as a function of v 2 - v 1' where v 1 is 

given by a cavity resonance. This is consistent with other quantum 

mechanical definitions of the spectrum. FOL further discussion see 

the recent review paper by Cresser (1983). When V/Ql and ~-A become 

comparable, however, the spectrum is altered appreciably. 

(B - A)<n1> is the number of absorptions/second of the mode 1 

and (v/Q1><n1> is the cavity loss rate of mode 1. The absorption rate 

depends upon such quantities as the atomic number density, the dipole 
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matrix element between levels a and b, and the pump mode intensity 12 , 

It is well known that this absorption can go negative, giving gain. 

The cavity loss rate depends upon many factors, such as diffraction 

effects, mirror reflectivity, and nonsaturable absorptions. To 

uniformly relate these two quantities we define ao as the value of the 

mode 1 ~bsorption when the strong field intensity 12 is zero and when 

W = v 1' i.e., the unsaturated centrally tuned absorption rate: 

I 
Ng2 

a o = (B - A) I =0 v =w = 
2 , 1 Y 

(5.4) 

The coefficients of Eqs. (2.66), (2.67), (2.9Y) and (2.100) can be 

expressed in terms of this quantity. We define the coefficients Al I, 

etc. as 

Bl 
Bl' ::: -

a ' o 
(5.S) 

These quantities are the dimensionless_ magnitudes of AlJ BlJ etc. in 

units of the unsaturated resonant absorption coefficient. We also 

define the parameter B as the ~atio of the cavity loss rate to a o: 

(5.6) 

Equation (5.3) can then be expressed as 

A' (5.7) 
B + (B'-A')' 
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tole now investigate how the scattered spectrum, given by Eq. 

(5.7), depends upon a. Since we are interested in how the shape of 

the spectrum changes, we multiply Eq. (5.7) by a to normalize our 

results. The limit a+~ then recovers the free space answer. Figure 

o. 6T-------------------, 

1.00 

o.o~~--~---~-----~---=~ 
-8 

Fig. 16. 
0.05. 

<nl> from Eq. (5.7) versus ~Tl for a = 

8 

1 • 0, o. 1, and 

16 shows the spectrum for 12 == 50 (corresponding to a Rabi flopping 

frequency of 5r) for a == 10, .1, and .05. It can be seen that as a 

decreases (cavity finesse increases), the sidebands increase in size, 

become somewhat sharper, and move slightly toward line center 
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relative to the free space case. On the other hand, the central peak 

remains unchanged. As a decreases further, the sideband intensities 

continue to increase to infinity. At this point (the threshold for 

sidemode lasing), the denominator of Eq. (14) is zero and our linear 

theory has broken down. To obtain the spectrum in this case it is 

necessary to include saturation of the sidemode in the theory. 

Because this theory neglects thiS, a must not be allowed to come too 

close to A' - B'. This saturation problem does not occur in the 

semiclassical theory, since the cavity modes are below threshold. In 

a quantum field theory, such as in Scully-Lamb theory (1967), 

saturation is important just below as well as above threshold. 

To obtain a better understanding of the curves of Fig. Ib, 

Figs. 17a and 17b depict the free space resonance fluorescence 

coefficient A and the gain coefficient A - B versus the beat frequency 

~Tl' It is well known that for frequencies "1 within the Rabi 

sidebands the weak field 1 can be increased rather than absorbed 

(Mollow, 1969; Wu, Ezekiel, Ducloy, and Mollow, 1977). 

spontaneously emitted light in those frequencies is amplified. 

Thus 

Also, 

since the maximum gain occurs at a point near but within the Rabi 

sidebands, the fluorescent sidebands peaks tend to move in. Notice 

that there is near total bleaching of the gain when "1 = "2' and so 

the central peak remains unchanged. For frequencies outside of the 

Rabi frequencies there is a small absorption, and so the light emitted 

at those frequencies is attenuated. These conclusions are consistent 

with the curves of Fig. 16. 



O.6~----------------------------~ 

A 

(a) 

O.O~~----L-----~~----~----~~ 
-8 8 

O.05,~---------------------------, 

A-B 

(b) 
O.O~----+--------4~-------+----~ 

-O.O~-------L------4-------~----~ 
-8 8 

Fig. 17 In (a), the free-space resonance fluorescence spectrum 
A versus aTl, and (b), the semiclassical gain/absorption 
coefficient A - B = al of a weak field in the presence \JE a 
strong field versus aTl" Positive values of a l correspond to 
gain. Same parameters as Fig. 16. 
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As seen from Fig. 16, the effect of stimulated emission and 

absorption on the resonance fluorescence spectrum is significant, but 

only for a < 0.1, that is, only when the cavity loss rate is much less 

than the unsaturated absorption. However, there is another way to 

observe this effect even when the cavity losses are not so low. As 

we pointed out earlier, the resonance fluorescence spectrum remains 

fully symmetric even when detuned. However, the absorption B - A 

shows a pronounced asymmetry even for small detunings. Thus, the 

spectrum <n1) given by Eq. (5.7) should show a noticeable asymmetry 

when detuned. Figure 18a shows this to be the case for a = 1.0 and a 

detuning w - \12 of 1/T1 • For higher detunings, the elastic portion of 

the spectrum (Rayleigh peak) becomes more dominant and the inelas tic 

spectrum depicted here decreases, but then the asymmetry can be seen 

for even larger values of a. Figure 18b depicts such a case for a = 5 

and a detuning of 5/T 1 • 

In the original experiments on resonance £ iuorescence (Hartig 

et al., 1976; Grove et al., 1977) asymmetric spectra such as Fig. loa 

were observed. Several explanations have been forwarded to account 

for this, including field irregularities and polarization effects. We 

do not suggest that the stimulated processes derived here are the 

cause of the observed asymmetry, but they are yet another cause for 

such asymmetries and perhaps offer the best opportunity to verify our 

calculations experimentally. 



0.5r-----------------------------~ 

(a) 

O.O~------~------~------~----~ 
-8 8 

0.04r-----------------------------~ 

(b) 

0.00r-----~------_+------J-----~ 
-10 10 

Fig. 18. Effects of a on the detuned spectrum of Eq. (14) 
versus ~Tl" I 2 ::z 50 and Tl = 2T 2 > In (a) we have a ::: 1 and a 
detuning of w - "2 = I/Tl> In (b), a ::: 5 and w - "2::: S/T 1• 
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Three-Wave Mixing in a Cavity 

The results of the previous section are not valid for 

direc tions of mode 1 nearly colinear to the intense mode 2. This is 

because for spontaneous emissions in this direction the two fields 

induce a grating which scatters the strong field, producing a phase

matched or nearly phased-matched third field. This is the origin of 

resonant three-wave mixing. This is relevent for lasers and optical 

bistability, since this now corresponds to a double sidemode case. To 

treat this it now becomes necessary to use the complete reduced 

density operator equation of motion, Eq. (2.101). 

there are now four times as many terms to consider. 

This means that 

One way to achieve the desired mode frequency arrangement is 

to use the typical unidirectional optical bistability config~ration for 

which a strong mode is injected at a cavity resonance, as shown in 

Fig. 19. Sidemode fluorescence is then measured as a function of mode 

spacing. In this way the cavity selects pairs of sidemodes for study. 

The detector heterodyne electronics measures the amplitudes of the 

beat frequencies of interest. This kind of experiment is directly 

pertinent to laser and optical bistability instabilities, as well as to 

modulation spectroscopy. For the single sidemode case of Fig. 15, it 

is possible to determine the entire emission spectrum by tuning the 

cavity to the frequencies of Fig. 16. In this case, however, tuning 

the cavity now changes the strong mode frequency v2 , and this affects 

the sidemode frequencies VI and v3' A complete measurement of the 

spectrum is now more difficult, but is still in principle possible. 



Two-level medium 

Fig. 19. Unidirectional optical bistability cavity for three
wave mixing. 
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We proceed as before, multiplying the P by the number 

operators altai and a,ta " pr()jecting onto the basis kets Inln,>, and 

summing over n l and n,. We then find 

d 
<nl> (AI+AI* - Bl-B/)<nl> + AI+A/ + (C1-DI)<a, tal t> = dt 

(* * + Cl -D I )<a,al>, (5.8) 

d 
<n,> * * * (C 3-0 3)<a3 t a1 t> dt (A,+A3 - B,-8, )<u,> + A,+A, + 
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(5.9) 

We also must determine the equations of motion for <a, t a1 t) and 

* * + (Cl -D1 )<n,) 

(5.10) 

d 
dt <a,a1) = (A1+Aa - B1-B,)<a,a1> + (C 1-D 1)<n,> 

+ (C,-D,)<nL> + C1 + Ca. (5.11 ) 

To simplify these equations we assume central tuning of the strong 

d This · li A * * mo e, vl = w. l.mp es 1 = A, , B1 = Ba , etc. We let A = A1 + 

equation in steady state. It is straightforward to show that 

= A( v/Q + B-A) + C(C-D) 
(v/Q + B-A)Z - (C-D)z , (5.12) 

(5.13) 

where we assume Q1 = Q, = Q. We rewrite Eq. (5.12) using. the 6 

parameter of Eq. (5.4) to obtain 

= A'(6 + B'-A') + C'(C'-D') 
(6 + B'-A,)l (C'-D')l 

(5.14) 

As in the previous section we investigate the dependence of 

the spectrum <n1> on the cavity quality by varying 6. We again 
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normalize Eq. (5.14) so that for large a we recover the free space 

O.6~----------------------------' 

0.1 
0.2 

O.O~· ~----~-------+------~------4 
-8 

Fig. 20. (nl> vs IlTl given by Eq. (5.14) with the three-wave 
coefficients Eqs. (2.70), (2.71), (2.99), and (2.1UO) for a = 1.0, 
0.2, and 0.1. 

8 

result. Figure 20 shows the resonance fluorescence coefficient versus 

~/r for 12 = 50, r = 2y, and a = 1.0, 0.2, and 0.1. These curves are 

seen to be very similar to those of Fig. 16. The a values, and hence 

the cavity loss rates, are now twice as large for the a = 0.2 and U.1 

curves. This can readily be explained as due to the fact that there 

are now two quantized modes participating in the interaction, and 

hence the effects appear for larger a values, and poorer cavities. 
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One noteworthy difference between Fig. 16 and Fig. 20 is that now the 

central peak drops as a decreases, whereas before it remained 

unchanged. Equation (5.14) is quite complicated and difficult to 

interpret analytically, but it may be easily investigated graphically. 

O.5~------------------------------~ 

c 

O.O~~------~~----~~------~~ 

-O.5~------~------~------~------~ 

-8 8 

Fig. 21. The quantum coupling source coefficient C versus ~Tl 
for 1z = 50, Tl == 2Tzo 

Figure 21 depicts the C coefficient for the parameters of 

Figure 20. Note that the sidebands of C are similar to the resonance 

fluorescence coefficient A, but that the central peak of C is 

inverted. From Eq. (5.14), we see that the term containing C is in the 
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numerator with A. When a becomes small enough so that A'(a + B'-A') 

is comparable to C'(C'-D '), this term pulls the central peak down, in 

contrast to the single sidemode case of Fig. 16. This is the origin of 

the drop of the central peak in the curve of Fig. 20. 

Three of the quantities appearing in Eq. (5.14), the resonance 

fluorescence spectrum A, the semiclassical sidemode absorption 

coefficient B - A, and the semiclassical phase conjugation coupling 

coefficient C - D, are well known and have been previously derived in 

many ways. The fourth term, the G coefficient, is new, having first 

been derived by Sargent, Zubairy, and DeMartini (1983). As seen from 

Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11), it is a quantum mechanical source term for the 

couplings <a1 ta3 t> and <ala3>' Just as A leads to the build-up of the 

sidemodes <nl> and <n3>' C increases the field coherences. In the 

problem considered here, C is seen to alter the emission spectrum by 

reducing the central peak. This represents a quantum effect that can 

only be accounted for by a quantum multiwave theory such as that used 

here. 

Four-Wave Mixing in a Cavity 

For the three-wave mixing considered in the previous section, 

it was pointed out that due to phase matching considerations, all 

three fields must be nearly colinear. To discriminate against the 

intense pump field, heterodyne methods are generally necessary. In 

this section we consider the case of four-wave mixing in which the 

strong pump field consists of two oppositely directed running-waves, 

forming a standing-wave. In this case a given pump wave interferes 
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with the signal wave to induce a grating that scatters the other pump 

wave into the direction opposite that of the signal wave. This 

provides the source for the conjugate wave. The conjugate is phase

matched for all directions. Because of the standing-wave pump 

pattern in the medium, .atoms in different locations in the medium 

experience a varying amount of saturation due to the spatial hole 

burning of the upper and lower population difference. We account for 

this by averaging the coefficients over the spatial hole burning for 

one wavelength, as in Chapter 4. 

The experimental configuration is very similar to that of 

Figure 15, except that the atomic beam passes through a standing-wave 

pump formed by two counterpropagating waves, instead of a running

wave pump. Once again, it is necessary for the cavity to select pairs 

of sidemodes symmetric with the pump field. The standing-wave pump 

field is given by Eq. (4.22) and the averages that we need have been 

calculated in the previous chapter. The resul ts for <A1>SHB and 

<C1>SHB are given by Eqs. (4.25) and (4.27), while the spatiaL hole 

burning averages for the semiclassical coefficients <A1-B1>SHB and 

<C1-D1>SHB are obtained from Eqs. (4.35) and (4.36). 

We once again restrict our numerical examples to central 

tuning. Equation (5.14) is still valid provided the coefficients are 

replaced with their averages over the spatial hole burning. Figure 22 

depicts the spectrum predicted by the averaged Eq. (5.14) for a values 

of 1.0, and .1. Note that in contrast to the previous cases, the 

sidebands are not increased, and actually drop a little. However, 
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O.5~------------------------------~ 

1.0 

<nl>SHB 

0.1 

O.O+-~~----~----~--~-----L~~ 
-15 

Fig. 22. <nl> vs 6. given by Eq. (5.14) with the four-wave 
coefficients Eqs. (4.25), (4.27), (4.35), and (4.36) for a = 1.0 
and 0.1. 

15 

just as for the three-wave mixing in the previous section, we see that 

the central peak again decreases. 

Figure 22 is unlike Figs. 16 and 20 due to the averages over 

the spatial hole burning. Three of the quantities that are in Eq. 

(5.14), A', C', and C'-D', do not change appreciably when averaged over 

the standing wave fringe. As shown in Fig. 23, the standing-wave 

averaged absorption <B'-A'>SHB differs considerably from the 

unidirectional case. Specifically, <B'-A'>SHB is only slightly negative 



O.08r-----------------------------~ 

o.o+-----~=-----~~----~~----~ 

-O.01+---~----~--~----~--~~--~ 
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Fig. 23. Semiclassical weak probe absorption coefficient B-A 
averaged over a standing-wave fringe. Same parameters as Fig. 
22. 
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and instead of nearly vanishing when "1 :: "2' it is a maximum. Because 

of is, there can be no amplification. This is due to the fact that 

spatial hole burning leaves substantial amounts of unsaturated 

absorbing medium, averaging out the gain. Hence the sidebands of Fig. 

22 do not increase as they did in Figs. 16 and 20. Because <C'>SHB and 

<C'-D '>SHB are similar to their respective running-wave coefficients, 

the central pek again decreases as a decreases. 
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We have applied the multiwave quantum theory to the problem 

of the spectrum of resonance fluorescence in various configurations in 

a high-finesse cavity. In the case of a single sidemode, we predict an 

increase and narrowing of the sidebands when the cavity loss rate is 

less than the unsaturated absorption rate for a centrally tuned 

intense field. When this is detuned, we predict an asymmetric 

spectrum due to the asymmetry of the absorption and stimulated 

emission. 

When it is possible for the strong classical field and the 

weak quantized field to induce another weak quantized field, the 

theory is complicated by three- and four-wave mixing. In the 

colinear, three-wave mixing case, the results are similar to the 

single sidemode solution, but the central peak is reduced. We predict 

this is due to a new quantum mechanical coefficient that can be 

described as a source for field coupling. This effect is also seen to 

be the case in the four-wave mixing case, but higher finesse cavities 

are required due to the averaging by the spatial hole burning. 



CHAPTER 6 

PROPAGATION EFFECTS 

A standard technique in laser spectroscopy measures the 

transmission of a weak probe field through a nonlinear medium that is 

saturated by a strong pump field (Wu, Ezekial, Ducloy, and Mollow, 

lY71). This is commonly called saturation spectroscopy. As a result 

of the induced nonlinear polarization by the two fields, the 

~lectronic and relaxation properties of the medium can be measured. 

These quantities would normally be inaccessible to linear 

spectroscopy. 

Saturation spectroscopy is normally accomplished with two 

separate laser sources for the probe and the pump. Because the 

response of the medium is strongly dependent upon the frequency 

difference between the two waves, the frequency stability of each 

laser source is paramount. An a1 ternative method overcomes this 

difficulty by using a single laser whose output light is then passed 

through an optical modulator (Sargent and Toschek, 1 Y76; Bjorklund, 

1980). These experimental configurations are illustrated in Fig. 24. 

The modulator creates two new fields, symmetrically positioned in 

frequency on each side of the laser field and possessing a well-

defined phase relationship with each other. Due to the interactions 

between the fields and the medium, this phase relationship can be 

altered. The detection and measurement of this change yields 
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information about the properties of the medium, and this forms the 

(a.) 

"2 [tll I 
~ 

ll~IDETI tit 2 Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z Z 
(b) 

V3 

Fig. 24. Two configurations of saturation spectroscopy. 
a. Probe and pump fields are from separate sources. 
b. Modulator puts sidebands on the pump field at frequencies 
\11 and \1 3 ' 

basis of modulation spectroscopy. 

The theory presented in the previous chapters can be applied 

to this phenomenon. Since we treat the sideband fields quantum 

mechanically, we study the effects of quantum noise on the fields, and 

on the modulation. Two special forms of modulation are called AM and 

FH, after the analogy from radio. An AM modulation implies that both 
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fields have the same amplitude and phase, whereas FM modulation means 

that both fields have the same amplitude but are 180
0 out of phase. A 

semiclas sical 

central tuning 

resonance, an 

prediction 

of the 

AM or FM 

of modulation spectroscopy is 

strong mode with respect to 

modulation propagates through 

that for 

the atomic 

a medium 

unchanged, ie., these modulations are eigenvectors. We derive the 

quantum counterpart to the semiclassical theory, and demonstrate how 

spontaneous emission can under certain conditions alter the modulation 

and place a quantum limit on modulation spectroscopy. 

In the last chapter we showed how three-wave mixing in a 

cavity alters the spontaneous emission spectrum. In particular, the 

role of the C = C1 + C1* coefficient in reducing the central emission 

peak was pointed out. In this chapter we show how C enters in the 

propagation problem of modulation spectroscopy, and how the effects 

of quantum noise are closely connected to the C coefficient. 

The Equations of Motion 

We assume steady state propagation of the fields. This means 

we do not treat temporal variations but instead only consider changes 

with position. In the equation of motion for the reduced field 

density operator, Eq. (2.101), we convert the time derivative to a 

spatial derivative, and the equations for <n1>, <n3>, and <a3a1> become, 

from Eqs. (5.8), (5.9), and (5.11), 
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(6.1 ) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

We designate Eqs. (6.1) to (6.3) the "quantum coupled mode" equations. 

The corresponding semiclassical coupled mode equations are 

dE/ 
dz 

*E * . E = -a3 3 - ~K3 l' 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

Mul tiplying Eq. (6.4) by E 1* and adding its complex conjugate, we 

obtain Eq. (6.1) provided we identify <n1> with E 1£ 1*, <a,a1> with E lE 3, 

equal to zero. In a similar manner, we may relate Eq. (6.5) to (6.2), 

and Eq. (6.4) to (6.3). 

We see that the quantum coupled mode equations recover all of 

the terms from the semiclassical theory. * As was shown earlier, A1+A1 
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* is the resonance fluorescence spectrum for mode 1 and A3+A3 is the 

fluorescence spectrum for mode 3. Both of these terms appear as 

source terms in the above equations of motion, which is quite 

reasonable. As the fields propagate through the medium, spontaneous 

emissions add to the intensity. This part of the quantum equations 

could be argued heuristically. What is not as obvious is the 

corresponding source for <a3a1>, C1+C,. The quantity (a,a1> corresponds 

semiclassically to E1E" and contains the phase dependence between the 

two fields. It is analogous to Lamb's (1964) combination tone. Just 

* as A1+A1 is a quantum source term for the intensity <n1>, Cl+C3 is a 

quantum source term for the coherence <a,ai> and, by extension, for 

modulation of the fields. All of these quantities strongly depend 

* upon frequency, as illustrated by Fig. 17 a for Al+A1 and Fig. 20 the 

centrally tuned C1+C,=C1+C1*=C. Thus the effects of our quantum 

mechanical treatment will depend upon the frequency. 

Equations (6.1) to (6.3) are three coupled, linear differential 

equations. Because there are three equations, instead of the 

semiclassical two, their solution is more difficult. We assume 

central tuning of the strong mode, as in Chapter S. This significantly 

simplifies the equations yet still allows for a variety of possible 

situations. When v2 = Ill, we have A3 = AI*' C, = c1*, etc, so Eqs. (6.1) 

to (6.3) become 

(6.6) 
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(b.7) 

(6.8) 

Note that a, A, and e are real but K1 is complex. We solve these 

equations by using the Laplace Transform. Let [n1J denote the Laplace 

Transf orm of <n1>' [0,1 that of <n,>, and [a,ad that of <a,a1>. Taking 

the transform of Eq. (6.8) and solving for [a,a11, we find 

[a,ad = 
<a,a1>0 + 11<:1*[0,1 - iKdod + cis 

s+a 

where <a,a1>0 is the value of <a,a 1> at z=O and s is the transform 

parameter. \~e substitute Eq. (6.9) into the transforms of Eqs. (6.6) 

and (6.7), recalling that <a,ta1 t> is the complex conJugar:e of <a,al>' 

This gives two equations for the unknowns [nd and [n,]. We '",rite the 

solution for these as 

[ 1 
q(A/s + <n1>0)Lq2;.(K/tK 1*2)] + 2(A/s + <n,>o)qll<:d 2 

n 1 = 
( q 2+ K 1 2;.K 1* 2_ 21 K 11 2) ( q 2+ K 12+ K 1* 2+ 21 K 1 I 2) 

ie/s (1<:1*-Kl)(q2+1<:12+Kl*2+21 Kd 2) 
+ 

( q 2;. K 12;. K 1* 2_ 2 I K 1 I 2) ( q 2+ I<: 12+ I<: t 2+ 211<: 1 I 2) 

<a,al>O[ - iK l(q2+ K1 2) + il<:l* IKl1 2J 
+ 

(q 2;. I<: 12;.1<: 1* 2_21 I<: 112)( q 2+ I<: 12+ I<: 1* 2+21 I<: 112) 
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+ (b.lO) 

where q = s+a. The expression for [n3J can be obtained by 

interchanging 1 and 3. This implies that K1 and K1* are also switched. 

To obtain <n1> as a function of z, we calculate the inverse of 

Eq. (6.10). Equation (6.10) is sufficiently complicated that 

expressions for the inverse Laplace Transform are difficult to obtain 

from a table. Therefore, we calculate the inverse from the definition 

of the Laplace Transform: 

f

i",*-r
O 

FL(s)eSZ ds, 
J -ica+-r 0 

where f+(z) is f(z) for z)O, and where -r 0 is sufficiently large to 

include all of the poles of FL(s). The integral is most easily 

performed using the calculus of residues in the complex s plane. The 

denominator of Eq. (6.10) can be factored to obtain 

(q2+Kl2+K1*2_21 KlI2)(q2+K12+Kt2+21 Kl12) 

:: (s + a - d(s + a + K)(S + a - K')(S + a + K'), (6.11) 

where K and K' are the real and imaginary parts of iK 1* • All of the 

residues of the integrand are first order poles, and the evaluation of 

the inverse transform is straightforward. For example, for the 
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<a3a 1>O term in Eq. (6.10), we have 

= (6.12) 

Repeating this procedure for the other terms in Eq. (6.10) we finally 

obtain the solution for <nl> to be 

(6.13) 

Interchanging the subscripts 1 and 3 yields the solution for <n3> as 

<n,> 
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- i 
[ <a,a,>, - <a3 tal t>oJ 

2 sin(,,'z) } e-(lZ 

+ Aa - C" a 2 _ ,,2 (6.14) 

We determine the solution to Eq. (6.8) for <aSal> by substituting Eqs. 

(6.13) and (6.14) into Eq. (6.~). The equation can then be readily 

integrated and 

A" - caJ + 2 2 cosh( "Z) 
(l - " 

(6.15) 

Equations (6.13) to (6.15) satisfy the original Eqs. (6.6) to 

(6.8) as well as the appropriate boundary conditions. The terms 

containing the A and C coefficients represent 'the effects of quantum 

noise. If \o/e assume these are small compared to <n 1>0 or <n3>0' they 

reproduce the semiclassical solutions. It appears that when a=±" 

these quantum terms cause the solutions to diverge. However, it is 
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readily seen that the numerator also is zero, and so the eKpression 

becomes indeterminate. To evaluate the solutions in this case we use 

l'Hopital's rule by differentiating the numerator and denominacor with 

respect to K or -K. In this limit we find 

+ zCa] cosh(az) 

-/a, t a, t)']Sin«' z) } 

+ az(A + C) ± C 
2a 

+ az(A + C) ± C 
Za 

+ ~ -J cosh( az) 
2a 

- ~] Za sinh(az) 

(6.16) 

(6.17) 



az(C + A) ± A 
+ 

2a 

A..J- cosh( az) 
2a 

...£..J- sinh( az) 
2a 
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(6.18) 

where the plus sign is for a=1C and the minus sign is for a=-IC. As we 

pointed out in the last chapter, it is well known that it is possible 

for the semiclassical probe absorption coefficient a to become 

negative, giving gain instead of attenuation in the e- az term. 

Therefore, Eqs. (6.13) to (6.18) can, for some frequencies, increase 

without bound as z increases. Eventually. of course, sidemode 

saturation would prevent this, but this model does not consider this. 

However, the above equations are valid below threshold, and give the 

variation of the spectrum and modulation with distance in that case. 

Analysis of the Solutions 

We now study Eqs. (6.13) to (6.13) in greater detail. We must 

normalize our resul ts to scaled units. As in Chapter 5 we define ao 

to be the centrally tuned, weak field absorption coefficient for 12 = 

O. In terms of the wavevector K of the field, the number density N of 

the interacting atoms and the dipole moment ~, 
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(6.19) 

We express z, the propagation distance, in units of a o- 1, and the 

quantities A, C, a, te and te' in units of ao. We also assume that the 

lower level is the ground state and there is no incoherent pumping, 

just as in Chapter 5. This is the usual situation in laser 

spectroscopy. 

In semiclassical theory, there is no emission from the vacuum, 

and so either <n1>o or <n3>O must be nonzero or else <nl> and <n3> 

always remain zero. For the quantum mechanical solutions we see from 

Eqs. (6.13) to (6.1~) that this need not be the case. The source terms 

A and C cause <n1> and <n,> to increase even if both are zero 

initially. In this case the spontaneous emission is amplified by 

additional spontaneous emissions and three-wave mixing in the medium. 

Figure 25 plots the spectrum of mode for three propagation 

distances into the medium, 20ao-\ 4Ua o-
1, and 5Uao- 1• Once again, a 

strong pump field of 1 2==50 and pure radiative decay is assumed. We 

see from Fig. 25 that for short distances the spectrum resembles the 

resonance fluorescence spectrum, although the sidebands are somewhat 

higher relative to the central peak. For longer distances the 

sidebands sharpen and increase, while the increase of the central peak 

tends to saturate. This' agrees with the resul ts of Chapter 5 for 

three-wave mixing in a cavity. For even longer distances than shown 

in Fig. 25 the sidebands continue to increase, giving a two-peaked 
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Fig. 25. <nl> versus aT 1 from Eq. (6.13) for the propagation 
lengths 20ao -l, 40ao-l, and sOao- 1• <nl>0=<n3>0=0, 12=50, and 
T1=2T 2 • 
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spectrum. However, saturation of the sidemode emission enters and 

this modifies Eq. (6.13). 

We next consider the case for which <nl>O is nonzero but <n3>0 

is zero. Figure 26 plots the spectrum <nl> for the quantum 

calculation of Eq. (6.13) and the corresponding semiclassical result 

for an initial field <nl>O = 1 and a propagation distance SOao-
1• We 

note the similarity of the quantum curve to the SUao-1 curve of Fig. 

25. This assumes the input field has a flat spectrum. In the next 
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Fig. 26. Spectrum of <nl> predicted by the quantum (Q) and 
semiclassical (S) calculations for a weak initial field <nl>O = 
1 and z = 50ao- 1

• Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 25. 
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section we transform these scaled units into observable quantities, 

but for the time being we note that for the units we are now using. 

terms such as AI a have roughly a maximum value of ten (see Fig. 17). 

Thus, the quantum terms in Eq. (6.13) dominate the spectrum, and Fig. 

26 shows this to be the case. The quantum mechanical result is quite 

different from the semiclassical. If we allow <nl>O to increase so 

that it is slightly larger than the quantum terms, the difference 

between the quantum and semiclassical curves decreases. This is 
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Fig. 27. Spectrum of <nl> for the quantum (Q) and 
semiclassical (S) calculations for an initial field <nl>O = 20. 
Other parameters are the same as Fig. 26. 
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shown in Fig. 27. We see that even for an initial field of <nl> a = :W, 

which is not much larger than the quantum terms, the semiclassical 

theory provides an excellent representation of the spectrum. The 

largest discrepancy occurs just within the Rabi sidebands. As it must, 

the semiclassical curve has the same shape as the double sidemode 

gainl absorption coefficient. The quantum curve lacks some of the 

semiclassical features, but it is not too different. For still larger 

initial fields, the difference narrows even more, as expected. 
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We now consider both <nl>O and <n3>O' and hence <a3al>O' to be 

nonzero. In this case we find some truly unexpected results. It is 

now possible to ealculate the propagation spect rum for an arbitrary 

initial phase difference between the sidemodes. As mentioned in the 

introduction, the special cases of interest here are the AM and FM 

modulations. From semiclassical 

sidemodes are in phase, and so 

theory. in AM modulation the 

they tend to work together. 

two 

The 

population pulsations each sidemode induces by interacting with the 

pump field are doubled, and so coherent effects such as sidemode gain 

are amplified. In contrast, FM modulation means that the two 

sidemodes are 180 0 out of phase, and coherent effects are cancelled. 

What remains is the incoherent part of the absorption, which has a 

standard Lorentzian shape. Sidemode gain does not occur in FM 

modulation. 

If we assume AM modulation for Eqs. (6.13) to (6.15), the 

results are similar to those shown in Figs. 26 and 27. This is as 

expected. What is not as obvious is what occurs if FM modulation is 

assumed. Figure 28 again plots the spectrum of <nl> from Eq. (6.13), 

but now we assume <nl>O :: <n3>0 = 40 and <a3al>0 :: -40, corresponding 

to a relative phase 'i' of HWo. Note the dramatic difference between 

the quantum and semiclassical curves, even though the initial fields 

are twice those of Fig. 27. The semiclassical curve has the usual 

Lorentzian shape and <nl> is always below the initial value of 40. 

The quantum curve, in contrast, shows strong gain just within the Rabi 

sidebands, and has a less extreme dip for t.Tl :: O. Although the 
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Fig. 2H. Spectr~m of <n1> for the FM case with <n1>0 = <n3>0 = 
-<a3a1>0 = 40. Other parameters ace the same as for Fig. 2b. 

relative proportions of the curves are different, it resembles in 

shape the C coefficient of Fig. 20. The quantum curve, even for 

initial FM modulation, clearly demonstrates coherent effects. Thus, 

the cancelling of the sidebands predicted semiclassically is overcome 

by quantum multiwave mixing proceGses. 

The difference between the quantum and semiclassical 

predictions of Fig. 28 is so large that this is perhaps observable 

experimentally. The measurement of gain from an FM modulation is 
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unexpected semiclassically, and could confirm the theory presented 

here. ~ve show in F.ig. 29 that significant differences exist between 

the quantum and semiclassical theories for FM modulation for even 

600~------------------------------~ 

O+---------~------~----------,------~ 
-8 

Fig. 29. <nl> versus ~Tl for <nl> = <n5> = 500, <a3al>= -500. 
Other parameters are the same as Fig. 28. 

8 

larger input fields. In Fig. 29 <nl> is again plotted for FH 

modulation only now the initial fields <n 1>0 = <n3>0 = 500, which is 

much larger than the quantum terms. We once again have sidemode 

gain, only now it is proportionately smaller than in Fig. 28. One can 

see that now the quantum curve is closer to the semiclassical. 
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Another possible experimental test would be to measure the 

modulation of the propagating waves. \o/e now briefly relliew the 

semiclassical theory for the experimental situation of Fig. :2.4b. By 

definition, a square law detector measures the squared modulus of the 

sum of the electric fields E1 + Ez +. E 3• This is given by (Sargent, 

Toschek, and Danielmeyer, 1976) 

(6.20) 

where terms of order E1
z halle been dropped and $k is the phase of Ek' 

Since we assume central tuning of the Ez field, E1 ::: E3 for all z 

provided E1(0) = E3(0). Equation (6.20) then reduces to 

(6.21) 

where 'i' = :2.41 2-$1-$3 is the relatille phase between the fields. The 

beat frequency term is thus doubled for AM modulation ('i'=00) and 

vanishes for FM modulation ('i'=180 0). 

In Figure 30 we plot the amplitude of the beat frequency term 

of Eq. (6.21) for the parameters of Fig. 28 using our quantum 

mechanical solutions of Eqs. (6.13) to (6.18) for the El field and the 

relative phase 'Y. According to Eq. (6.21) this should be zero for all 

frequencies since If = 180 0
• We see, however, that we lnstead obtain 

non-zero contributions for a narrow range of frequencies jus t within 
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Fig. 30. Beat frequency term of Eq. (6.21) (the AM component 
in the intensity) for the conditions of Fig, 28. 
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each Rabi sidebe.nd. While one might expect spontaneous emission to 

interfere with the modulation, we predict that this effect is 

frequency dependent. A detection of a signal at the frequencies of 

Fig, 30 provides another means to test this theory. 
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Relationship to Observable Quantities 

In the previous section our results were scaled to the weak 

field absorption coefficient aD' In this section we indicate how these 

are related to measurable parameters. We wish to relate <n1> to the 

spectral intensity I". 
1 

We do this by mUltiplying <n1> by h"l to 

obtain an energy, then by N, the number density of the interacting 

atoms, to obtain an energy density, and finally by c, the speed of 

light, to convert the energy density into an intensity. Thus, in the 

above expressions for <n1> and <n3>' we substitute 

I" . 1 
(6.22) 

In a similar manner we note that A, C, a, K and K' all have the same 

units and that in Eqs. (6.13) to (6.18) they always appear as 

dimensionless ratios of each other or multiplied by the propagation 

distance z. In the first case we apply the same transformation to 

them as to <n1> and <n,> in Eq. (6.22), so, for example, 

(6.23) 

Expressions such az can easily be dealt with by expressing a 

in units of aD' and z in units of aD-I, where a o is given by Eq. (6.19). 

Thus all of the results of this chapter may be expressed in real, 

dimensional quantities. In Eqs. (6.13) to (6.18) we replace <n1> and 
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involving A and C by the right-hand side of Eq. (b.B). From the 

discussion of the previous section we saw that quantum effects are 

usually relevent only when <n1> '" 10, or equivalently when <n1> is of 

the same order of magnitude as the expression of Eq. (6.23). Whether 

or not this is the case for a given experiment can be determined from 

the above equations. 

In this chapter the quantum mechanical coupled-mode equations 

predicted from this theory are solved and analyzed for several 

conditions. As expected, we find that quantum noise is relevent only 

for small (on the order of ten) photon numbers. Two important 

exceptions to this are amplified spontaneous emission, which the 

semiclassical theory doesn't consider, and FM modulation, where in 

contrast to the semiclassical theory gain is predicted and where .. \H 

components in the spectrum can appear at certain frequencies near the 

Rabi sidebands. This places an important, and potentially observable, 

limit on FM modulation spectroscopy. 



CHAPTER 7 

TWO-PHOTON T('iO-LEVEL MODEL 

In this chapter we extend the theoretical formalism of 

Chapters 2 and 3 to the "two-photon two-level" model developed by a 

number of authors (Takatsuji, 1971; Mollow, 1971; Narducci, Eidson, 

Furcinitti, and Eteson, 1977). This model has many similarities with, 

as well as significant differences from, the corresponding one-photon 

two-level model that has been discussed so far. The level scheme is 

shown in Fig. 31. 

The dipole matrix element between levels a and b is zero, and 

the strong pump field frequency \)2 is approximately one half the 

frequency difference UI = U1 a - U1b' Dipole transitions from states a 

and b to the intermediate ·levels j are possible, but we assume that 

these levels are sufficiently far from resonance that they can always 

be treated to first order and hence they acquire no appreciable 

population. 

Two major differences occur between the one- and two-photon 

models. First, dynamic Stark shifts of the level frequencies can play 

an important role in the two-photon case. The physical origin of the 

Stark shift comes from the frequency shifts of levels a and b induced 

by virtual transitions to the off-resonant j levels. In the one

photon model this shift can be neglected since such nonresonant 

int~ractions are small compared to resonant ones, but for the tWQ-
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Fig. 31. Two-photon two-level model. 
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Ij> 

photon model, the shift is of the same magnitude as the other 

parameters and must be included. Second, the coherence Rab induced 

between the two levels in the two-photon model does not contribute 

directly to the polarization of the medium; an additional atom-field 

interaction is required. These differences cause the algebraic 

expressions to be significantly more complicated than for the one-

photon problem, and the resulting physics has considerably more 

variety. 
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As is clear from the discussion in Chapte rs 2 and 3, before 

deriving the quantum mechanical equations of motion for this model We 

need to first solve the semiclassical problem. We require the atomic 

density matrb~ elements Raa' Rbb , and Rab due to the strong pump field 

of amplitude Ez• This is done in the next section. 

Semiclassical Solution 

We consider the classical pump field to be of the form 

(7.1) 

where Ez(r,t) varies little in a time l/vz, but may have rapid spatial 

variations like exp(iK.z"r)" The equations of motion for the matrix 

elements of the atomic density operator R are obtained from the usual 

equation of motion 

ill. :::z lHsc, Rj + r(R), (7.2) 

where the semiclassical Hamiltonian in this case is given by 

(7.3) 

where n, oat, and ob t are the matrices 



o 
wb 
o 

o 
o 
o 

and where the interaction energies Vaj and Vjb are 

V Ilaj rE -tv 2t E * iv 2 tJ-
aj = - 211 ~ 2e + 2 e , 

o 
U 
1 n 
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(7.4) 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

with Il representing the appropriate dipole matrix element. Note that 

we have not made the rotating wave approximation since the 

intermediate j levels are far from resonance. r(R) is a matrix for 

relaxation processes. In this work we assume that the upper level a 

decays at the rate r (= 1 IT 1) to the lower level b. We let Y (= 1 IT 2) 

denote the decay rate of the coherence between levels a and b, and 

Yaj and Yjb the coherence decay rates between levels a and j and j and 

b respectively. Accordingly, the matrix r(R) becomes 

yRab 
-rRaa 
YjbRjb 

Projecting Eq. (7.2) onto the atomic basis states we obtain 

(7.7) 
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I~ja -(Yja+iWja)Rja + 
i [E2~ -i\l2 t 

+ E * i\l2tJ (7.8) = 2 e lllj aRaa +llj bRba J I 
211 

Rjb -(Yjb+iwjb)Rjb + 
i ~- -iv2t E * i\l2t} J (7.9) = c2e + 2 e lljbRbb+lljaRab I 

2Tl 

where nw~ = n(wi-wj) is the energy difference between levels i and j, 

and Ylj is the corresponding decay constant. 

We integrate Eqs. (7.8) and (7.9) to first order in V without 

making a rotating-wave approximation, since \1 2 differs substantially 

from all ±Wja and ±Wjbo Using the Wij to drop the lower limit of 

R- 2i\l2t -
integration, and setting Rba = bae , where Rba varies little in an 

optical frequency period, we have 

R = i f t dt' [E 2e-i \l2t + E 2*ei \l2tJ [( ')( ') J ja 211 exp - Yja + ~Wja t - t 

1 
= -

2Tl 

J-CD 

+ 
1 r E2e

i
\l2

t 

211 L Wja + \1 2 

Since we assume wab - W = 2\12' we have 

"'J'a + \1 2 = "'b - \I W ""J 2' 

(7.10) 

(7.11 ) 
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which allows us to replace Wja + 3\1 2 in °Eq. (7.10) by Wjb + \lz' 

Similarly integrating Eq. (7.9), we find 

+ _1_ 
211 

(7.12) 

Using Eqs. (7.10) and (7.12), we now derive the "two-level" 

equations of motion for Raa' Rbb , and Rab using the two-photon 

rotating-wave approximation, i.e., we neglect terms like II[ y+i(w+2\1z)J 

compared to l/[y+i(w-2\1z)]' According to Eq. (7.2), we have 

Rab :::J -( Y + iw)Rab - i )" lVajRjb - RajV jbJ, 

-rR -aa 

j 

c.c.]. 

(7.13) 

(7.14) 

Fo:r simplicity we take Rbb = -Raa , since we assume Rjj = O. This may 

be generalized to handle cascade relocation schemes, i.e., level a 

decays to level b via a cascade of intermediate states. We find the 

population difference equation of motion 



o = -2. rRaa - 2 2. [ill ajRja + c.c.] 
j 

::: -(D + 1 )/T 1 -2 ~ [iV al~ja + c.c.1, 
j 
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(7.15) 

where we write the population difference decay time l/r as T1• 

Substituting the dipole Eqs. (7.10) and (7.12) into (7.13), we have 

(7.16) 

where the two-photon dimensionless intensity 

(7.17) 

the two-photon coherent decay time T2 _ 1/,(, and the Stark shift 

parameter 

(7.1d) 

The two-photon coefficients kab , kaa , and kbb are given by 

(7.19) 
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kaa = (1/2Tl2) l.. l~jal2 Wja/(Wja2 - V2
2), (7.20) 

j 

kbb = (1/2Tl2) ).. ll1jbl
2 

Wjb/(Wjb2 - V22). (7.21) 
j 

Similarly substituting Eqs. (7.10) and (7.12) into (7.15), we find 

(7.22) 

As noted by a number of people, Eqs. (7.16) and (7.22) are the same as 

those for a one-photon two-level system with the substitutions 

(7.23) 

Similarly, the corresponding Bloch equations are also given by these 

substitutions. 

For single frequency operation, we can solve these equations 

in the rate equation approximation as done by Fu and Sargent (1980). 

Specifically, we assume E 2 and D vary little in the two-photon 

coherence decay time Tz, allowing Eq. (7.16) to be formally integrated 

with the value 

(7.'24) 



where the complex denominator V2 is 

Substituting this into Eq. (7.22), we have 

. 
D = -(D + 1)/T 1 - 21W, 

where the rate constant 

and the Lorentzian 

R = \kabE/12L2(U1 + U1 s12 - 2v,)/4,,( 

1 = 2' 12
2L 2(U1 + Ul sI2 - 2v 2)/T 1 , 

. 
Solving for D in steady-state (D U), we have 

Substituting this into Eq. (7.24), we have 
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(7.25) 

(7.26) 

(7.27) 

(7.28) 

(7.29) 

(7 .JU) 
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where we have left off the frequency dependence on V and L for 

typographical simplicity. Finally, using Eq. (7.29) and the trace 

relationship Raa + Rbb = 1, we have 

Raa = 
1 

1 + 1/2 IzzL z 
1 + IzzLz 

= (7.31) 

= (7.32.) 

The assumptions and method used to obtain Eqs. (7.30) to (7.32) 

are again employed in the next section when the quantum mechanical 

fields 1 and 3 are introduced, and we frequently reference these 

results. 

Quantum Mechanical Formalism 

In this section we develop the quantum mechanical equations to 

derive the coefficients AL, B\) C1 , and Dl for this model. Hence the 

physical quantities arising from this theory such as the resonance 

fluorescence spectrum + A* 1 , the complex gain/absorption 

coefficient of a weak probe in the presence of a strong pump field Al 

- Bl> the coupled mode coefficient (;1 - Du and the quantum mechanical 

mode coupling source coefficient C1 + C" are all calculated for the 

two-photon two-level model. Specifically, for the problem of 

resonance fluorescence, we calculate the spontaneous emission 

spectrum for frequencies \1 1 around the pump frequency \lz. Referring 
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to Fig. 31, the spontaneous emission arises from the upper level a to 

the intermediate level j and from the intermediate level j to the 

lower level b. For each two-photon transition there is at most one 

spontaneous emission, either from level a to level j or from level j 

to level b, but not both. Two-photon transitions also occur solely 

due to the strong pump field. 

The semiclassical theory for the multiwave mixing problem in 

the two-photon two-level model has recently been published by 

Sargent, Ovadia, and Lu (1':.185). As in Chapters 2 and 3 the quantum 

mechanical theory we present here can recover the semiclassical 

coefficients a l and iKl* simply by taking the differences Al - Bl and Cl 

- 0 1 , Thus this provides an additional check on the computations. 

We formulate the problem by adopting the approach presented 

in Chapter 3 basing the calculation in terms of field operators. 

However, to gain additional insight into the physical problem and to 

express our results in familiar and meaningful notation, we project 

our operator equations onto an appropriate set of field states similar 

to Figs. 3 and 4. In this way our results resemble the semiclassical 

theory and the expressions in Chapter 2, and the methods of Chapters 2 

and J are unified. 

We again separate our Hamiltonian into three parts, the 

semiclassical, the field, and the interaction. The semiclassical 

Hamiltonian is given by Eq. (7.2). The field Hamiltonian is 
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= S-- (7.33) 

and the interaction Hamiltonian is 

where vk is the frequency of mode k and Ek is the field amplitude of 

mode k, l11vk/ €oV Uk(r), where Uk(r) is the complex spatial component 

of the wave and V is the quantization volume. The a matrices are 

given by Eq. (7.4) and ak t and ak are the creation and annihilation 

operators for field mode k. The total Hamiltonian H is 

H '" H s c + H f + H in t • (7.35) 

We once again do not make the rotating wave approximation since the 

intermediate j levels are far from resonance. We define p to be the 

atom-field density operator and this obeys the usual equation of 

motion 

P '" -i[H,pJ + rep), (7.36) 

where rep) is given by Eq. (7.7) with p replacing R. We introduce the 
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reduced field operator P for the quantized mode 1 by tracing p over 

the atomic states, P = Tr(p)atom' From Eq. (7.36) this has the 

equation of motion 

(7.37) 

both the field and the atoms and are not Hermitian adjoints. 

Our method combines the techniques of Chapter 3 and the 

semiclassical theory of the previous section. Using Eq. (7.36) we find 

the equations of motion for q,k and q,+k and then solve for their 

slowly varying components using the two-photon rotating-wave 

approximation, Le., we consider UJ - 2 "2 « UJ + 2 "2' We then 

substitute the expressions for q,k and q,+k into Eq. (7.37), project onto 

the photon number states I n1> and sum over n1 to determine the 

equation of motion for the average photon number <n1>' 

Development of the Quantum Equations of Motion 

As in Chapter 3, we begin by considering the field to have 

only one mode. We may then drop the k subscript from the q,+ and q, 

operators, and we initially deal with the q,+ operator. The solution 

for the q, operator is similar. From the equation of motion (7.36) and 
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the definition of $+ we find 

(7.3d) 

This operator equation can be projected onto the atomic basis states 

to obtain the equations of motion for ~a~ etc. These elements contain 

rapidly varying components and so we do not set ~+ = O. From Eq. 

(7.37) we find we need the following components of $+: 

Tr[aa$+] = $a!, 

Tr[a -r ,ft+] = $"'+ 
a 'I' Ja' 

Trlab$+) = ~jt, 

Tr[ab t $+] = ~br· 

(7.39a) 

(7.39b) 

(7.39c) 

(7.39d) 

For example, from Eq. (7.3~) we find the equation of motion for $a! to 

be 

Ha! == -(iYja + Ulja + "1) .par - V aj'jla~ - Vjb$ab 

+ PjaE 1 at paaa + 
PjaE1* 

atp at 
2Tl 2Tl aa 

+ PjbE 1 
atPaba + 

PjbE 1* t t (7.40) 
2Tl 2Tl 

a Paba • 
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To integrate Eq. (7.40), we must first determine the time 

dependences of each term, just as was done in the semiclassical theory 

for Rja , Eq. (7.10). Since we are making the two-photon rotating wave 

approximation with respect to levels a and b, the matrix elements ~a~' 

$bt, $at, and ~b~ may be writt=n in an interaction picture rotating at 

the strong field frequency \12' We find from Eq. (7.38) that this can 

be done with the transformations 

+ - + ~ab = ~ab 
-1\1 t 

e 2, (7.41a) 

+ - + ~aa = ~aa i\l2 t 
e , (7.41b) 

t - + ~a = ~bb i\l2 t 
e , (7.41 c) 

+ - + <jlba = <l>ba 
3i'IJ2t 

e , (7.41d) 

where the tilde represents the slowly varying quantity in our 

interaction picture. Note that Eq. (7.40) contains terms like atpaaa t . 

Just as shown in Chapter 3, terms such as this give rise to the C1 and 

D1 coefficients and hence it is worthwhile to retain these. The 

matrix elements Paa , Pab etc. can be expressed in terms of the 

semiclassical results and the field operator P. For example, Pab = 

PRab == PR-
ab

e-2i 'lJ 2t hi T 's gives the time dependences of these terms. 

Finally, we note that the coupled mode terms at paaa t really arise 

from expressions such as E 1*E 3*e i (\l1+'IJ,)t, and thus the time dependence 

2i\l2t of these is proportional to e • We retain these terms so that the 

C1 and D1 coefficients may be calculated. Including all of these in 

Eq. (7.40), it is then possible to integrate it just as for Rja and Rjb 
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in Eqs. (7.10) and (7.12) to yield 

E *- + E * t t + llja z $aa + llja 1 a Paaa 

21l( IIlja - "z) 

E -+ E t -+ lJjb z$ab + lljb la PaRab 

21l( IIlj a + 3 "z) 
(7.42) 

where the Yjb terms have been dropped since they are small compared 

to and where we approximate "I ~ "z for the same reason. 

Similarly, we may integrate the equations of motion for the other 

components of $+ in the P equation, $j~' q,b!, and $jb' We find 

.+..+ 
'l'Ja 

= lljaEz*~a~ + ll;bEz~b~ + ll;aEl*atatPaa + lljbElataPRba 

21'l( IIlj a + "z) 

E - + E t + llja z $aa + llja ld apaa 

211( IIlja - "z) 

E *- + E * t t -+ lljb z $ba + lljb 1 a a PRba 

21'l(lIlja + 3"z) 

E *- + E - + E t - E * t t = llj b z <Pbb + ll;b z$ba + llja la PaRba + lljb 1 a Pbba 

21'l(lIljb - "z) 

+ lJjbE z~bt + lljbE la t Pbba 

21l( IIlj b + "2) 

(7.43) 



+ IljbEt~b6 + IljbE1*atatPbb 

21i.( Wj a + \/2) 
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U .44) 

(7.45) 

We wish to derive the equations of motion for the slowly 

varying components of tjl as defined by Eqs. (7.41). We proceed by again 

using Eq. (7.38) co obtain the equations of motion for 4la~' 4l ab, 4lbt 

and 4lbt. For example, the equation of motion for 4la~ is 

icP.3.a* = -(\/l+H)Ijla~ + Vaj($!b - 4laj) - l/(2n)(lljaE1 ataPja 

E t + E-:I: t t t t) 2i\/2t 
- Ilja 1a Paja Ilja 1 (a a Pja + a Paja e J .fr 

We then substitute the expressions for Vaj , $jb, 4l a!, Pja = PRja from 

Eqs. (7.5), (7.42), (7.43), and (7.10) into Eq. (7.46) and retain only 

i\/ t those terms varying like e 2. We then use Eq. (7.41a) to det:ermine 

the equation of motion for ~a~' We find, after some algebra, 

i~a~ = -(ir-~)~a~ + (ka b/ 2) (E2*2$a6 - E/$b~) 

+ kaaE1E:Raa(atPa - ataP) 

- * * -- kabE1E2RbaataP + kabE1 E2 atPatRab 
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C7.41) 

where l!. = "Z-"1 as before. This procedure is then repeated for the 

-+ -+ -+ other three components ~ab, ~ba, and ~bb' This yields 

i~at = Cl!.2+6+wslz-iy)$at + Ckab/ 2) E2ZC~a! - $bt) 

+ kabE1EzCatPaRaa - ataPRbb) 

*- t t - E1Ez RabCkaaa aP - kbba Pa) 

- E1*EzRabCkaaatatp - kbbatPat), 

*-- E1Ez RbaCkbbataP - kaaaPa t ) 

* -+ E1 EzRbaCkaaatPat - kbbatatp) 

+ kabEtEtCatPatRbb - atatpRaa>' 

. 
i~bt = if ~a~ + 6~bt - Ckab/2) CE z*z~at - E /$b~) 

+ kbbE1Ez*RbbCatPa-ataP) 

- * * -+ kabE1EzRbaatPa - kabE1 Ez atatpRab 

+ kbbE1*EzRbbCatPat - atatp). 

(7.48) 

C7.4Y) 

(7.50) 

Because $+ decays at the rate r in our interaction picture and 

hence rapidly reaches a steady state compared with the reduced field 

operator P, we solve Eqs. (7.47) to (7.50) in steady state. We then 

have four equations for the four unknowns ~a~' ~ab, ~b~' and ~bb. 
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We now repeat this procedure for the operator~. In this case 

the integrated equations of motion for the components ~ja' -Paj, <Pjb'. 

and ~bj are 

+ lljaE2~aa + lljaElaaPaa 

21i(lllja - v2) 

- 2iv2 t 
e 

*- * t-+ llj bE 2 cjlba + llj bE 1 aa PRba 

21i( Illja + 3 v 2) 

* * -

(7.51) 

lljaE2~aa + 1l;bE2 ~ab + 1l;aE1aPaaa + ll;bEl aPatRab -2iv2t 
cjI~ = - - - - e 

21'l(lllja + v2) 

cjljb 

E *- E * t + Ilja 2 cjlaa + Ilia 1 apaaa 

21i( Illja - v2) 

+ lljbE 2~ab + lljb E 13paRa b 

21i(wja + 3v 2) 
(7.52) 

E - E *- E * t - E = lljb 2cj1bb + llja 2 cjlab + llja 1 aa PRab + lljb laaPbb e -2iv2t 

21'l(lllja - v 2) 

+ lljaE 2~ab + lljaE laaPRab e -4iv2t 

21'l( Illj a - 3 v 2) 

+ lljbEtibb + lljbEtaatpbb 

21'l( Illj b + v 2) 

~bj 
= IljbE/ibb + IljaE2~ba + IljbEl*aPbbat + IljaElatpatRba 

21i(lllja - v2) 

(7.53) 



+ lljbE 2~bb + lljbE 1aP bba e -2i\l2t 

21i( Ulj a+ \12) 
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(7.54 ) 

where again the Yjb and Yjb terms have been dropped since they are 

small compared to Ulja and where we approximate \11 :: \12' Equations 

(7.51) to (7.54) are analogous to Eqs. (7.42) to (7.45). We again 

choose the appropriate time dependences from these equations and 

obtain the slowly varying components of ~ in our interaction picture. 

The equations of motion for these components are 

· i~aa = -(ir+A)~aa + (kab/Z) (E z*2~ab-E 22~ba) 

+ kaaE1*E2Raa<aPat-aatP) + KabE1*C2*RabaPat 

- * - kabE1E2aaPRba + kaaE1E2 Raa(aPa-aaP), (7.55) 

· i$ba = (A-A 2-UlsI 2-iY)$ba - (kab/2) E2*2($aa-$bb) 

+ kabEl*E2*(aPatRbb-aatPRaa) 

* - t t *-- E 1 E zRba(kbbaa P-kaaaPa ) + E lE 2 Rba(kaaaPa-kbbaaP), (7.56) 

· i$ab = (A 2-A+UlsI 2-iY)$ab + (kab/ 2) E22($aa-~bb) 

+ El*E2Rab(kbbaPat-kaaaatp) 

(7.57) 

. 
i~bb = H~22 - A$u - <kab/ 2) (Ez*2~ab-E22$ba) 
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Equations (7.55) to (7.58) may be solved in steady state just 

as Eqs. (7.47) to (7.50). Before attempting this, we first rewrite Eq. 

(7.37) in terms of the interaction picture components of IjI + and 1jI. 

Substituting these components into the slowly varying terms of Eqs. 

(7.43) to (7.46) and Eqs. (7.51) to (7.54) yields the P equation 

_ 1:, ~jbE 1 ,2R [al t alP - alPal t + al tPal - Palal tJ 
j 211 bb wjb - "2 Wjb + "2 

- (kabEl*E//2) Rab(altpa,t + altpa,t - a,tpalt - Pa1ta,t) 

+ (interchange 1 and 3) - adj. (7.59) 

In Chapter 3 the relationship between the atom-field level 

picture developed in Chapter 2 and the operator method of Chapter 3 

and this chapter is presented. It is shown that the components of the 

1jI+ operator correspond to the atom-field components of the density 

opera tor p as given by Figs. '3 and 4. if n1+n1-1. To provide 

additional insight into the nature of this problem and to present our 
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results in the notation of Chapter 2, in the next section we project 

the operator Eqs. (7.47) to (7.50) and Eqs. (7.55) to (7.58) onto the 

basis states I n1nS>' This gives us equations of motion of the density 

matrix in terms of the atom-field states of Chapter 2. 

SLngle Sidemode Solution of the Equations of Motion 

Due to the complexity of our equations, in this section we 

limit our analysis to only the single side mode solution. The coupled 

mode terms are considered in a following section. Following the 

- + discussion of Chapter J, by taking the field component of ~ab we have 

(7.6Ua) 

Similarly, for the other 

components 

(7.bOb) 

(7.60c) 

(7.60d) 

Similarly, we may project the adjoint of ~, ~t, onto these states and 
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(7.61b) 

Projecting Eq. (7.59) onto the basis states and substituting Eqs. (7.60) 

and (7.61), we find the equation of motion Ear the probability of the 

photon number <nl> to be 

• =' V* V* V* Pnl 1 lPSl + i 5 .. PS .. + i 2lP21 

(7.62) 

where Vl = -kabE1EZ. V 5 .. = -kaaE1E /. V21 = -kbbtlE/, and the k~a' 

kbb, k;a. and kbb terms are the kaa and kbb sums in Eqs. (7.2U) and 

(7.21) with only the Waj + "z, Wjb + "z. Waj - "z or Wjb - "z terms, 

respective ly. 

We project Eqs. (7.47) to (7.50) onto the basis states I n l> and 

make use of Eqs. (7.60). We find 

I> Sl -(y+i6 1)P51 - i[V l(Pll-P SS) + iV z(P21- Pslt) - PszV Zl + V 5 .. p .. d, (7.63) 

I>SIt = -(r+i6)ps .. - i[VS1Pllt - P51 V l .. + VSZPZIt - iV S .. (PS5-P .... )J. (7.64) 

P21 rp5 .. -iAP Zl + i[pz,V 51 V Z5 P Sl + PZ"V" l + iV 21(Pzz-Pu)J, (7.65) 

Pz .. = -( y-i6 3) P Zit i[ V 2S PS .. P21 V 1/t + V 21P 1,. - Pz5V 5 .. J· (7.66) 
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Substituting for Ps~ given by the trace condition 

P 5~ + P 21 (7.67) 

into Eq. (7.65), we have 

(7.6H) 

As we asserted earlier, we assume the atoms relax quickly 

compared to the field variations and so we solve Eqs. (7.bJ), (7.64), 

(7.66) and (7.68) in steady state. We then substitute these solutions 

along with the semiclassical equations for P25, Pltl, etc. into the 

photon number equation of motion (7.62). Solving Eq. (7.63) in steady 

state, we have 

(7.6~) 

where in general dO:ij=PiCPjj and d151t=P5~-P2lJ and V 1 is the n=1 case of 

the complex denominator 

'/I n = 1 (7.7U) 
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Similarly Eq. (7.66) yields 

1>2" = -iV/(V 21 P1 .. - VS .. 1> 25 J - iV3*V2d1S" 

= 0 ·V *V d P 2.. - ~ 3 2 15" , (7.71) 

Subtracting the steady-state solution of Eq. (7.68) from that of 

(7.64), we have 

(7.72) 

where the complex denominators 

v = 1 
a r + i~ , 

(7.7'3) 

(7.74) 

Substituting Eqs. (7.69) and (7.71) into (7.72) and solving for dis .. , we 

have 

-iV a[ V 1( I> 1 .. +p 25)-2 V / I> 51 0+2 V 21> 2't o_V 5 .. d051t+V 21do:u J - F P 01 

1 + 12F.l.(V + 1) *) 
2 2 1 3 

(7.75) 

Using the explicit values for the various density matrix elements 

inside the [j,we have (for typographical simplicity, we set n=uI) 
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-
[] ::: Vl(Pn+l + Pn)Rba - 2iVlV/Vl(RaaPn - RbbPn+l) 

- 2iVlVl*Rab(V21Pn - Vs"Pn+l) + 2iV/VlRba(VsltPn - V21 Pn+l) 

- (Pn - Pn+l)(Vs"Raa - V 21Rbb)· (7.76) 

From the trace condition (7.67) we also have 

(7.77) 

(7.7'0) 

Substituting these equations and Eqs. (7.69), (7.7l) and (7.75) into 

(7.62), we find 

Pnl = ~(V\ .. + V*21)POl + iVl*Psl o + [~(Vlt5-V12) - VlV2Vl*]dlS .. 

- i ~- [ + k- k+ + k- J 4h kaa Ps5 + aa P .... + bbP 11 "bbPzz 

+ 'V * 0 1 1 P 51 



1.51 

(7.79) 

Further taking the derivative of the trace condition ().6 7) and using 

(7.64) and (7.65), we have 

(7.80) 

In steady state (assuming the field varies lit t le in a time 1/ u), we 

have the off-diagonal matrix element 

(7.81) 

Substituting this along with Eq. (7.69) for PSlo, (7.71) for P21t°, (7.75) 

and (7.7b) for d 15 .. 0, we have the sidemode photon-number equation of 

motion 

(7.82) 

where 
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and where we set Vl=Vl/r'nl+l, VSIt = Vslt/r'nl+l, etc. We note that Eq. 

(7.82) is identical to the result derived in Chapter 2, Eq. (2.65), 

except for the cavity loss constant which we have neglected here for 

simplicity. The corresponding expressions for the A.l and Bl are 

considerably more complicated, however. 

Equations (7.83) and (7.84) may be '.Yritten in a form more 

closely resembling the one-photon coefficients derived in Chapter 2, 

Eqs. (2.71) and (2.72), by substituting the equations for the atomic 

density elements from Eqs. (7.30), (7.31) and (7.32) and for the 

interaction potentials VSIt, '121 , and v1" We find 



2i(k;af a + kbbfb) 

kab 
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(7.86) 
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The Resonance Fluorescence Spectrum and Semiclassical Absorption 

Following the same procedure as in Chapter 2, we calculate 

the build up of mode L, which can be described by the average photon 

Using Eq. (7.62), we find the equation of 

motion 

d 
dt <n1) = -A1«n1

2
) + <n1» - B1<n1 2

) + B1«n1
2

) - <n1» 

+ A1«n12) + 2<n1) + 1) + c.c. 

(7.87) 

As fOL the one-photon case, this consists of the gain coefficient A1-B i 

and the rel'iOnanCe fluorescence coefficient AI' The gain coefficient 

given by Eqs. (7.85) and (7.86) is 

(7.8tl) 

This agrees with the two-photon semiclassical sidemode absorption 

coefficient calculated by Sargent, Ovadia, and Lu (1985) that adopts a 

completely semiclassical approach. 
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The two-photon resonance fluorescence spectrum formula given 

by Eq. (l.85) is considerably more complicated than the one-photon 

result Eq. (2.71). This is due in part to the possibilities of 

spontaneous emission originating not only from the upper level a as in 

the one-photon case, but also from any of the off-resonance levels j. 

Another complication arises from the Stark shift wsIz• As we stated 

earlier, the physical origin of the Stark shift comes from the 

frequency shifts of levels a and b induced by virtual transitions to 

the off-resonant j levels. \ole neglect this shift in the one-photon 

case since such non-resonant interactions are small compared to 

resonant ones, but for the two-photon two-level model, the shift is 

of the same magnitude as ,the other parameters. 

From Eq. (7.18) we see that the Stark shift contribution 

vanishes if kaa = kbb' and in this case the equation for the spectrum 

simplifies. Figure 32 depicts the centrally tuned spectrum for 1z = 

10, Ws = 0, and Tz = 2T 1• Remarkably, we see the two-photon spectrum 

has the same shape as the one-photon case, even preserving the 1:3:1 

sidebands to central peak height ratio. Other features are present in 

the one-photon result as well, such as the spectrum remainin~ 

symmetric even when the pump field is detuned from the atomic 

resonance. There is one significant difference between the two cases. 

In the one-photon case the scattered radiation initially increases 

linearly with the pump field intensity 1z and then approaches a 

constant as I z + ~, ie., the scattering saturates. For the two-photon 

model, the total ,scattered radiation increases as the square of 1z 
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8.0~------------------------------~ 

A 

O.O~------~------~------~------~ 
-10 10 

Fig. 32. Centrally tuned, two-photon resonance fluorescence 
spectrum versus ATl for [z = 10, Tz = 2Tl, and Ws = O. 

initially but then continues to increase linearly with Iz for [z » 1. 

Thus, in this model the spontaneous emission does not approach a 

constant. From the formula we see this is due to the factor Izfa in 

Eq. (7.85). This results from the scattering from the off-resonant 

dipoles. 

A nonzero Stark shift parameter Ws yields a radically 

different spectrum. Figure 33 shows the spectrum for W
S

[2 = 5/T l , and 

a detuning w - 2\1z :::. -5/T l o Instead of the familiar three-peaked 



8.0~----------------------~--------. 

A 

0.0~~~~==~--4-----~------~ 
-10 10 

Fig. 33. Resonance fluorescence spectrum versus ATl for [2 = 
10, T2 = 2Th Uls 12 = 51T h and Ul-2"2 = -5/T 1 • 
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spectrum, we now have two large peaks, with one Rabi sideband 

amplified and the other nearly eliminated. The Stark shift introduces 

dispersive-like features leading to pronounced asymmetries and 

ordinarily a smaller central peak. However, in the case of Fig. 33, 

by "balancing" the detuning against the Stark shift, we restore the 

central peak height to the UlS=O centrally tuned value, whil~ leaving 

one sideband amplified and the other nearly eliminated. 
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The two-photon two-level resonance fluorescence spectrum also 

has a significantly more complex expression for the elastic portion of 

the spectrum, also called the Rayleigh peak. The Rayleigh peak is 

given by the term in the expression for the Al coefficient, Eq. (7.85), 

that is divided by id. To evaluate the Rayleigh scattering from this 

model, we allow 6. ... 0 in this term, which gives a real numerator. 

This gives a delta function spectrum because i./6. + c.c. = 21TO(6.). The 

elastic contribution is then 

(7.8~) 

where 6. 2 is the detuning (including the Stark shift) of the strong 

The Rayleigh scattering consists of three 

contributions; 1) the off-resonant dipoles, 2) the two-photon two-

level coherence Rab , and 3) the interference between the dipoles and 

Rab' Because of this third term, the elastic scattering is asymmetric 

with respect to detuning, totally unlike the one-photon resonance 

fluorescence case. Depending upon the relative values of kaa' kbb , 

and kab' this part of the spectrum may either dominate the total 

emission, or, for an appropriate detuning and intensity I 2 , be very 

small. 

The expression for the elastic scattering intensity, Eq. 

(7.89), may also be obtained from ttle semiclassical expression for 
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polarization of the medium. This provides an additional check on the 

calculations. The polarization of the two-photon two-level medium is 

given by 

P(r,t) = N Tr(er~) 

= N }.. 
j 

where N is the number of systems per unit volume. We define the 

slowly varying complex polarization amplitude P(r,t) from 

1 -i\l t P(r,t) = 2 P(r,t)e 2 + c.c. (7.91) 

Combining Eqs. (7.90) and (7.91) we find 

r- i\l t 
P(r,t) = 2N L [" ·R· + "b·R 'b']e 2 - • "'lJ J a .. J J • (7.n) 

j 

Substituting Eqs. (7.10) and (7.12) into (7.92) and retaining only terms 

that vary little in the time 1/\12' we have 

p(r,t) (7.93) 

From the slowly varying amplitude and phase relationship, the 
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scattered radiation field amplitude is proportional to the complex 

polarization P of Eq. (7.93). Hence, the intensity of the elastic 

scattering is proportional to the squared modulus of P. Evaluating 

the square of Eq. (7.94) we find that it agrees with the expression of 

Eq. (7.89). 

80~----------------------------, 

o+===~--~~--~----~--~----~ 

-30 30 

Fig. 34. Intensity of Rayleigh scattering versus detuning I5 zT l 

= (w-2v 2)T l for 12 = 10, kab = Skaa = Skbb' 

Figure 34 shows a plot of Eq. (7.89) versus detuning for 1z = 

10 and for kab = Skaa = Skbb , The asymmetry and pronounced minima at 

15 2 = -16fT l and -2fT l are evident. In addition, the intensity of 
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Rayleigh scattering does not bleach to zero as in the one-photon case, 

but increases linearly with 12, just as Eor the inelastic spectrum. 

The two-photon two-level absorption coef ficient, Eq. (7.88), 

also depicts a very different spectral shape for a nonzero Stark 

1. O~--------------------------------~ 

A-B 

0.0+---~~~------~----------~---4 

-1.0+-------~------~------~------~ 
-10 10 

Fig. 35. A - B versus ~Tl for the two-photon two-level model. 
12 = 10, T2 == 2T 1, Ul s1z == 51T h and Ul-2v2 == -SIT!, 

shift. Figure J5 shows the two-photon absorption coefficient for the 

same parameters as Fig. 33. Note the pronounced asymmetry. Due to 

the dispersion like term iUls ' the absorption curve of Fig. 35 acquires 

an index curve appearance, particularly around the region ~Tl == U. 
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Gain is still possible, but now only near one Rabi sideband instead of 

both as for the one-photon result. 

Double Sidemode Solution 

As in Chapters 2 and 3, we now introduce the second sidemode 

of frequency \13' As one expects from the single photon theory of 

Chapter 2, the density matrix: equations of motion for P 5 .. , P ZlJ and p z .. 

acquire new contributions. Unlike the one-photon case, however, the 

P S1 equation of motion is also changed. In addition, due to the many 

more possible interactions in the two-photon level scheme, there are 

more interaction potentials. Referring to Fig. 4 of Chapter 2, the 

one-photon theory required the new potentials V 0.. and V 27' In the 

two-photon theory, we require in addition the potentials V S7 , V6 .. , V23 , 

V OlJ V05 , and V 17' Thus, just as the single sidemode case introduces 

the Vs• and V21 potentials, the double sidemode case introduces all of 

these. 

To justify these assertions, we now find the components of our 

operator equations (7.47) to (7.50) using the 1 nln3> states as a basis. 

Because the single sidemode case has been presented, in all of the 

equations that follow only the coupled mode terms are shown. Using 

Eqs. (7.61), we find 

Ps~la3 = -(y+i.6. 1)PSl - il Vs7 P71 - V01P50]' 

Ps.l a = -(r+i6)p slt - i[VS7P71t - VSltPss - Vo .. Psol, 
3 

pula
3 

= -i6P 21 + rp s• - ilV 23 P 31 + VZ7 P71 - V01 Pzo J, 

P2 .. la3 = -(y-i6 3)Pzlt - i[V 23 P31t + VZ7 P71t - VSlt P26 - VO.P201, 

(7.94 ) 

(7.95) 

(7.96) 

(7.97) 
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where the interactions potential are 

VS7 :: *(- Val * ---kaaE zE 3 n3, = -kbbE zE 3 (n3+!, (7 .98a, b) 

V 6 .. = * ---kaaEzE 3 (n,+1, V Z3 :: * --kbbE zE 3' (nlt (7.98c,d) 

VOlt * *-- V 27 * *-= -kabE 2 E 3 (n3+1, = -kabEz E3' (n,. (7.98e,f) 

In a similar manner, we project the P equation, Eq. (7.59) to obtain 

• iV* 'V* 'V* Pnl = lP 51 + 1. s"PSIt + 1. 21P2.1 

- iIE l I 2(n+l)lk;aP .... + k~aPss + kbbpu + k~aP221 

(7.99) 

Note 

that the potentials V 17 and Vas are different from 'all of the other 

potentials in that they do not depend upon Ez• This result is unique 

to the two-photon two-level model. 

We proceed as before, solving Eqs. (7.94) to (7.97) in steady 

state. In particular, for PSI we obtain 

(7.100) 

We eliminate the P 5 .. term in Eq. (7.96) by using Paolo = <nln31 pi n l+ 1 n,> 

:: Ps .. + PZ1' The equation for d 15 .. in this case becomes 



dlSlt1 a
3 

= -FP 0010 - iVa { -2iV 2*V l(V 2dlSit + V01P SO - V 51P71) 

-2iV 2V/(V/d 1slt + V23 P31t + V 27 P71t - V Slt P26 - VOlt P20) 

17U 

+ V S7 P71t - V 6lt PS6 - VOltPso - V23 P31 - V27P71 + V Ol P20)}' (7.101) 

which can be solved to yield 

-FP 0010 - iVa L-2iV2*Vl(V01PSO - VS7P71)j 

1 + I2F:t.(V + V *) 
2 2 1 3 

_ iVa [-2iV2V3*(V23P31t + V27P7,. - VSltP26 - VOlt P20)j 

1 + I22Ft(Vl + v/) 

1 + I 2F .l(V + V *) 
2 2 1 3 

(7.102) 

The equation for P0010 is also complicated by the additional potentials. 

We define pooiol a to be the part of P0010 involving only the coupled-
3 

mode terms. Using Eqs. (7.95) and (7.96) we obtain 

P0010 I a, = 

and hence 

-iV 27P71 + iV OlP20' 

i(-V s7P7,. + V6lt PS6 + VOltPSO - V 23P31 -V 27 P71 + V01 P20) 

i~ 

(7.103) 

(7.104 ) 

where we again assume the field varies little in a time l/~. 
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Substituting Eq. (7.100), (7.102), into (7.99) and making use of Eqs. 

(7.77) and (7.78) yields 

*1 f-FPoolola, 
- V 21 )Jx t 

1 + I zF.1.CV + V *') 
2 2 1 3 

iV al-2iV 2V 3*(V Z,P3,. + VZ7P7,. - V6lt P26 - VOltPzo)] 

1 + I 2F.1.( V + V *) 
2 2 1 3 

(7.105) 

Analogous to Eqs. (2.~9) and (2.100), we introduce the C1 and 

Dl coefficients by letting 

(7.106) 
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The coupled mode matrix elements P7lt P71t, etc are found in exactly the 

same manner as in Chapter 2. Because they are always multiplied by 

the weak double sidemode interaction potential, they are calculated in 

steady state from the strong mode alone. Thus 

- -
P71 = RabPo-llO, P 31t ::: RbaPO-llO, (7.107 a, b) 

P3l = RbbP 0-110' P71t ::: RaaP 0-110' (7.1U7c,d) 

- -Pso = RabPoOll, P Z6 = Rba P 00 1 U (7.107e,f) 

Pzo ::: RbbPooll' P 56 = RaaP 0011' (l.lU7g,h) 

Selecting the proper terms in Eq. (7.105) by comparing to Eq. (7.1Uo), 

with the help of Eqs. (7.107), we have, after substituting the 

expressions for the interaction potentials and the atomic density 

matrix components, 

rv z * xl- -V f + 2 3 a 

+ 
-/yr 1z0z/2 + i(kaafa + kbbfb)/kab 

i8 

i 



. I-kaa + kbbJ-} -iyr k ' ab + I 2F :rev + v *) 
2 2 1 3 

x -i -l v i 

Iyr 

17:3 

(7.108) 

(7.109) 

We may recover the semiclassical three-mode coupling 

coefficient 11<:1* by computing the difference C1-D1, just as in the 

single photon calculation. We find 

This agrees with the calculation by Sargent et ale (1985). 
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4. 0---------------------------------. 

o.o~----~~--------~~=-------~ 

-8. O+-------~------~--------~----~ 
-10 10 

Fig. 36. Centrally tuned two-photon two-level C coefficient 
versus ATl for 12 ::: 10, Tz = 2Tlt U1

S 
::: U. 
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Figure 36 depicts Cl + Cl * ::: C, Eq. (7.108) plus its complex 

conjugate, for 12 = 10, T2 = 2T l , U1S ::: 0, and UI ::: 2v2• The shape of the 

curve closely resembles the one-photon result of Fig. 20 of Chapter S. 

Note, however, the slight asymmetry of the spectral dependence, even 

for a zero Stark shift. From Eq. (7.108) we see this arises from the 

V2 term in the first line, which is absent in the one-photon case, Eq. 

(2.99). This term results from the presence of the V 17 potential in 

the P equation, and is due to the presence of all of the off-resonant 
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Fig. 37. Two-photon two-level C coefficient versus ATl for 1z 
=: 1U, Tz = 2T1o wslz = SITu and w - 2vz = -S/T l• 
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j levels. When a Stark shift is introduced, the spectral dependence is 

significantly altered. This is depicted in Fig. 37 for wsIz = S/Tl> w -

2vz = -S/T l , and 12 = 10. In comparison to Fig. 36, the central peak is 

practically unchanged, one sideband is amplified, and the other is 

reduced, reminiscent of Fig. 33 for the A coefficient. The "balancing" 

effect of the Stark shift versus the detuning is also evident for this 

case. 
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Because the P equation, Eq. (2.101), is the same for level 

scheme, all of those results derived in Chapters 5 and 6 also apply to 

the two-photon two-level model. Thus coefficients derived in this 

chapter, Eqs. (7.85), (7.86), (7.108), and (7.109) can be used in the 

formulas of Chapters 5 and 6 to predict cavity and propagation eff~cts 

for two-photon two-level media. Due to the increased comple:ti.ty of 

the two-photon model, more complicated calculations would be required 

to analyze this case, especially if a thorough understanding of the 

role of the Stark shifts is desired. The theory derived in this 

chapter, however, makes this potential work possible. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS 

A reduced field density operator equation of motion with four 

quantum mechanical coefficients has been shown to unify a seemingly 

disparate group of topics in quantum optics. The spectrum of 

resonance fluorescence, the semiclassical absorption spectrum of a 

weak probe in the prescence of a saturating pump, and the 

semiclassical ·coupled mode coefficient can all be obtained from these 

coefficients. One result of this is that phase conjugation is 

fundamentally related to resonance fluorescence, .two well-studied 

topics that had hitherto been considered separate. New quantum 

mechanical effects have been derived for multiwave mixing processes. 

By performing the calculations for a two-excited state level 

model that is incoherently pumped from a lower ground level, we could 

treat the two most common level schemes found in quantum optics, that 

of lasers where both levels are excited but most of the systems are 

in the ground state, and that of absorptive media, where the lower 

interacting level is the ground state. For centrally tuned, 

saturating fields, we found few differences between the two cases as 

far as the inelastic spectrum is concerned, but the elastic portion of 

the spectrum, the Rayleigh scattering component, is quite different. 

For transitions between two excited states with a large reservoir, 

Rayleigh scattering is always negligible, while for upper-to-ground 
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level transitions Rayleigh scattering becomes important either for 

weak pump fields or for pump fields detuned from atomic resonance. 

In addition, differences between the two level models arise when the 

pump is detuned from atomic resonance. For upper-to-ground level 

media the spectrum remains symmetric, the central peak rapidly drops, 

and the sidebands move to the detuned Rabi frequencies. In excited 

state media, the spectrum rapidly becomes asymmetric. The extensions 

made to the theory to treat inhomogeneous broadening further revealed 

these differences. The other extensions to include spatial hole 

burning arid Gaussian transverse variations derived the spectrum of 

resonance fluorescence in a standing wave and in a Gaussian beam. 

Applying our results to the problem of spontaneous emission in 

a cavit:y, we showed how the resonance fluorescence spectrum may be 

altered. Under· some conditions the multiwave mixing processes 

predicted from this theory may lead to intuitively reasonable results. 

For example, the well known presence of sidemode gain just within the 

Rabi sidebands naturally leads to the conclusion that the sidebands of 

the resonance fluorescence spectrum would be amplified, just as we 

found. On the other hand, when it is possible for the spontaneous 

emission field to induce a conjugate field, as is the case when phase 

matching is possible, the resulting expression for the spectrum is 

complicated and difficult to understand. In this case we have shown 

how one of the quantum mechanical coefficients of the theory, the 

coherence source term Cl , plays a crucial role in this process. As we 

have pointed out, some of these predictions may be possible to observe 
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experimentally, especially since many relevent experiments have 

already been done. 

We have also applied this theory to propagation problems, and 

in particular have developed the quantum theory of modulation 

spectroscopy. Fundamental limitations on the semiclassical theories 

have been found, and new quantum effects have been discovered. In 

particular, we have shown that contrary to semiclassical theory, 

spontaneous emission may interfere with the propagation of an FH 

modulation wave, introducing AM components, but only at certain 

frequencies. We have also shown how an FM modulation can undergo 

gain, which completely disagrees with the semiclassical theory and may 

provide another experimental check of our results. 

The extension of the model to the two-photon two-level medium 

is interesting from a purely mathematical viewpoint. Many new 

interaction potentials enter into the equations and complicate the 

results, yet many of the same concepts of the one-photon calculation 

remain. However, the results are even more fascinating from a 

physical viewpoint. Because Stark shifts are known from semiclassical 

theories to introduce dispersion-like asymmetries, it is not at all 

surprising this was the case for the quantum calculation. Two 

unexpected results arose: First, the striking similarity between the 

one- and two-photon resonance fluorescence spectrum for no Stark 

shift, in spite of the considerably more complicated formula for the 

two-photon case, and second, the complexity and variety possible from 

the elastic portion of the spectrum. In earlier chapters we referred 
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to this pat"t of the spectrum as the Rayleigh peak, since it has the 

characteristics of Rayleigh scattering. The expression foe the 

Rayleigh peak for the two-photon spectrum is so totally unlike the 

one-photon result that perhaps it should not be called Rayleigh 

scattering. We found that in general it is asymmetric with detuning, 

that it mayor may not bleach to zero, and that while the Stark shift 

definitely influences the emission, these statements are true e~en if 

there is no Stark shift. 

All research should suggest future avenues of investigation, 

and certainly much additional work could be done here. The 

applications of Chapters 5 and 6 to cavity and propagation problems 

can be extended to include detuning of the strong mode with respect 

to atomic resonance. This is a considerably more difficult problem to 

solve, especially for the propagation case, but new, unexpected 

results may arise just as we found fer the centrally tuned case. The 

propagation problem for four-wave mixing is also a possible area for 

new work. The complication in this problem is that the quantal waves 

propagate in opposite directions, and this causes the equation for the 

coherence coupling, <a,al>, to be considerably different. However, a 

solution to this problem might prove even more interesting than the 

three-wave case of modulation spectroscopy, since this would give the 

quantum effects on the signal and the retroreflected conjugate fields. 

It should also be possible to apply this theory to the problem 

of squeezed states of light. Squeezed states are a class of minimum 

uncertainty states where the variances in the two quadrature 
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amplitudes of the electromagnetic field are unequal (Walls, 19133). 

They have been predicted to occur from a variety of wave mixing 

processes, including phase conjugation, and are of course a 

manifestation of the quantum theory of light. Once again, an analytic 

solution to the equations of motion is probably difficult, but if the 

results of this research are any guide, it should be worthwhile. 

Extending the results of this theory to include sidemode 

saturation, even only to the next order, would be of great theoretical 

and practical interest. The results of Chapters 5 and 6 are limited 

by these considerations. Such a calculation is difficult to perform, 

since now the semiclassical matrix elements would include the effects 

of the quantal field, and this would affect the equation of motion for 

the field density operator. The results could be ~ven more 

complicated than the two-photon analysis of Chapter 7 (which is 

almost enough to convince one to drop the whole idea!), but an such an 

attempt should at least be made. 
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